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Introduction

Recent Soviet scientific literature accls sleep therapy as

new therapeutic method. This therapy was pioneered by the eminenl

Sphysiologist Pavlov and is based on his resea4 work. Many Sovie

clinicians have since become interested in this ,erapy and applie

it to treat a variety of diseases. Bykov, Pavlov's outstanding

disciple, investigated the correlation of the cerebrum and the

internal organs. His experiments opened new vistas regarding the

mechanics of conditioned reflexes, regulatory activity of the

cerebral cortex and the function of corticovisceral regulations.
His findings served to broaden the scope of sleep therapy applical

With this book, the author intends to present a general revii
of the physiology of sleep, in the light of Pavlov's and Bykov's
doctrines, and to explain the clinical application of sleep theraj
based on his own observations. When Part I was started in 1949,
translations into German from Russian originals were scarce and
difficult to obtain. Part II deals primarily with internal diseat
treated with sleep therapy (approximately 200 cases).

It is not my intention to make final statements yet, but ratt
to evaluate working hypotheses derived from our observations (mai,
in regard to indications for and effects of sleep therapy). My mi
concern is to provide insight into the physiological laws of the
sleep process and to define indications for sleep therapy and met]
of application. Many questions and problems, mainly pertaining tc
the mechanics of cortical regulatory impulses, have arisen out of
our clinical experience with sleep therapy. The influence of the
latter on the various metabolic processes is of great interestt bi
not yet fully understood. Some connections are only intimated an(
much needs to be clarified, but the twilight already starts tb lid
If this book succeeds in directing clinical and experimental reseA
toward this new and promising therapeutic method, it will have sei
its purpose.

Berlin, Spring 1953 Rudolf Baumann
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Chapter I

Sleep and Internal Inhibition

by

Rudolf Baumann

The research of I. P. Pavlov, the great Russian physiologist,
at the beginning of the 20th century to revolutionary changes in met
science. In recognizing lawful relationships between living creatuw
and their environment, Pavlov laid the foundation of modern medicin(
and biology. The theory of higher nervous activity is regarded as I
greatest achievement. By means of hiL dialectic-materialistic meth(
based on a synthetic, holistic view of nature, he led physiology an(
biology out of the blind alley of strictly analytic methodology. Fr:
Engels commented in the "Anti-DNring"l on the analysis-synthesis re:
tionship: "The process of thinking consists of both reducing conscit
content into siparate elements and grouping elements that belong to.
into a whole".

Pavlov studied the processes that take place in normal, untrau
tized living organisms. His countless experiments and observations
which he conducted with greatest accuracy and acumen, revealed that
all reactions, or body functions. are determined by environmental

* influences, that is, by nature surrounding the body. The classic
Pavlovian definition reads: ,'An animalts body is a highly complex s:
composed of an infinite number of parts which ar• not only intercon-
but also related as a whole to the environment".

According to Pavlov, an animal's behavior and reactions to env:
mental factors depend on the nervous system, the central and dominai
role of which he established. After his studies on blood circulatic
and digestion, Pavlov turned his attention.to the activity of the m(
differentiated and complex ergan--the brain.

Pavlov himself clearly expressed the goal of his research on h:

Dietz Edition, Berlin 1953, p. 49
2 Collected Works, Vol. II, p. 452



nervous activity:

"The aim of synthesis is to evaluate the importance of every
organ according to its actual functon and to show its place and limita-
tions.

3

"Having worked for several years on the digestive glands, studying
their activities carefully and in detail, natdrally I could not overlook
the so-called psychic stimulation of the salivary glands. It in true
for men and hungry animals alike that the sight of food, conversing or
even thinking about it causes salivary secretion. This was especially
interesting to me since I myself had determined precisely the psychic
activation of the gasýIric glands. I began to investigate-the salivary
glands with my co-wormers. One of them.e.it was Snarski--took over the
task of analyzing the internal mechanism of salivary activation. He
used a subjective approach. He assumed that dogs, like humans, have
an inner self°...and took into consideration their thoughts, feelings
and desires. Our understandings of this world differed completely...
After long thought, after a spiritual struggle that was not easy, I
decided, even on the question of psychic stimulation, to maintain the
viewpoint of a true physiologist, that is, of an objective unbiased
observer and experimenter whose task is to deal exclusively with external
events and their relations."'4

With this, Pavlov turned away from the prevailing subjective and
speculative method of psychology. He was the first man in the history
of medicine and biology to study the brain on a purely physiologic
basis. In short, his research demonstrated that the organ of "psychic
activity" operates on a reflex principle and that the central nervous
system with all its subdivisions is one functional unit. The cerebral
cortex has a dominant role. An animal interacts with its environment
by means of the conditioned reflex, which Pavlov called a "temporary
connection". (Tr. quotes)

He said: "A permanent connection between an external agent and
the response activity of the animal should rightly be called an uncon-
ditioned reflex; a temporary connection, on the other hand, a conditioned
reflex!?

3 Pavlov: Collected Works, 1951, Vol. I, p. 574
4 Pavlov: Collected Works, 1951, Vol. III, p. 13-14
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The principle of temporary connections, i.e. of conditioned
reflexes, proved to be, as K. M. Bykov put it, a rigorous scientific
criterion in analyzing all physiologic processes that take place
under normal as well as pathologic conditions. Pavlov became more

* and more interested in clinical problems toward the end of his researc|
career. Especially while studying neurosis, he became convinced that
not only external environmental factors are responsible for behavior
or the function of higher nervous activity, but internal factors as
well. In a Daper. "Physiology of the Hypnotic State in Dogs," he
wrote: "Besides the impressive representation of the external world
*..there is also a strong representation of the internal world; that
is, of the general state and function of organs and tissues, of all
internal processes in the body."'6

Bykov, Pavlovt s outstanding pupils succeeded in proving--that
temporary connections (conditioned reflexes) are established by means
of interoceptors between the viscera and the cortex. The state of
the internal organs can therefore govern an organismts behavior in the
environment."

Thanks to Pavlovts basic research, we were able to '5escribe speci
nerve structures that assume also the role of sensory organs. These
internal tsensory organst like the external sensory organs, work as
receptors and analyzers to establish contact between the cortex and
the entire internal environment" (Bykov).

Naturally, the deeper Pavlov penetrated the corticovisceral
relationship, the more convinced he became that the localistic organo.
pathologic theory which had prevailed in medicine since Virchow could
not explain pathophysiologic processes. His synthetic approach to
physiologic processes and their dependence upon the environment led
him to use the same approach with pathologic disturbances as well,
especially those of higher nervous functions. His observations and
experiments gave him much insight into these disturbances. During hi!
last years of creative work, Pavlov transferred the experience he
had gained in the laboratory on the mechanism of neurosis to disturb.
ances of the human nervous system. In addition, he tackled the analyi
of neuroses and psychoses (neurasthenia, hysteria, catatonia, schizo-
phrenia et al). Mostly he tried to use, in appropriate doses and

Pavlov: Twenty years of exerience, Moscow, Medgiz, 1951, p. 450
6 Pavlov: Collected Works, Vol III, p. 417
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combinations, certain drugs which he had tested on animals with
nervous disorders. But he also worked with another new method of
treating these disturbances and organic disorders of nervous origin.--
artificial sleep, or sleep therapy.

Since the purpose of this paper is to study the physiology of
sleep and the therapeutic use of the sleep cure in the light of
Pavlovts investigations, our first task is to examine the physiologic
problems of sleep.

While studying 4..•.Uirned reflexes, Pavlov solved the "mystery"
of sleep, a problem which had preoccupied many research workers
before him and which led to many different theories concerning the
origin of sleep (to which we shall return later).

The biologic function of conditioned reflexes is shown by the
following: "a small number of external stimuli evoking unconditioned,
inherited reflexes can, under certain conditions, temporarily unite
with countless environmental stimuli as signals for this stimulation"
(Bykov).

How capable an animal is of utilizing these environmental phenom-
ena depends upon the phylogenetic stage of development of the indi-
vidual species. The more highly developed the animal, the more
intricate the nervous system, and the more complex the central
regulating mechanism. The ability to establish temporary connections
with the outer world, to broaden and adapt it to the varied demands
of the environment also depends upon how well developed the central
nervous system is. In higher animals the cortex is the highest,
most finely differentiated portion of the central nervous system.
Temporary connections with the environment are conveyed by impulses
to the cortex through the sensory organs (analyzers). The main part
of this signaling that is, the mechanism of this activity, is a
cortical stimulation process. The degree of stimulation depends
upon stimulus intensity as well as biologic importance. And these
in turn determine the duration and stability of the temporary
connections. Therefore, conditioned reflexes arise ordy when certain
environmental criteria are met and only in response to certain visual,
auditory, thermal, tactile or other stimuli. When these conditions
are modified (change in intensity or loss of biologic importance),
these reflexes extinguish, in contrast to permanent connections,
represented by unconditioned reflexes. Pavlov found the key to the
sleep riddle in the extinction of conditioned reflexes.
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It is necessary to examine these observationL in greater detail.
We all know Pavlovis famous experiment with the salivary glands of
a fistulated dog. Pavlov proved that not only direct contact with
food caused salivary se:retion, but also visual and auditory stimuli
preceding the act of eating and associated with it (such as the sound
of the attendant's steps, handling of the dogis bowl, sight of the
food, etc.). Pavlov went a step further by presenting the food in
combination with certain visual, auditory or electric stimuli and
completely excluc'ing all other stimuli. After various repetitions,
the animal became accustomed to these combination stimuli so that in
lAter tests salivary secretion occurred in response to visual, auditory
and electric stimuli. A conditioned reflex was therefore acquired,
a temporary connection established which.-through the sensory organser-
alerted the cortex to expect the ingestion of food and triggered
salivary secretion.

During these experiments Pavlov noticed something strange. It
often happened that the animals became drowsy or even fell asleep.
This behavior always occurred when a conditioned reflex was well
established, but the unconditioned stimulus (ingestion of food through

Sthe act of eating) did not follow or was delayed. Thereupon, the
experiment was revised, and food was given to the animal at certain
fixed intervals after the conditioned stimulus. If an animal was
then regimented to a 15-30 second interval between the conditioned
and the unconditioned stimulus and always received food at the same
time, the drowsiness or sleep disappeared. But if the schedule was
changed and reinforcement was not provided within the stated interval
(the food was presented later), the animal became drowsy and often
fell into such a deep sleep that it was difficult to awaken it again.
The animal ate reluctantly even though it was 24 hours since the last
feeding. If this procedure was repeated (for several days he was fed
later than he was originally), the conditioned reactions disappeared
gradually, inhibition developed, and in each experiment the animal fell
asleep immediately after testing started. This "internal inhibition"
set in every time the conditioned stimulus was not followed by the
unconditioned stimulus.

At tt•is point I feel it is important to quote Pavlovts own obser-
vations-

"Three facts struck us very early. First, some conditioned
stimuli are particularly conducive to drowsiness and sleep. Chief
among these are: thermal stimuli, application of heat as well as cold
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on the skin, mechanical stimuli: light touchirlg or scratching of the
skin, etc., and finally, all weak stimuli. The second factor is the
period of time the conditioned stimulus is continued before the uncondi-
tioned stimulus is applied. LettS assume we are experimenting with a
dog which regularly receives fcod or acid as reinforcement ten seconds
after the beginning of the conditioned stimulus. During these ten
seconds an extremely strong motor as well as secretory reaction takes
place. It is amazing how radically the situation changes if we depart
ever so slightly from this procedure. If. for example, the uncondi-
tionnd stimulus is applied instead of ten, thirty s.conds or a minute
after the conditioned stimulus, the animal begins to get drowsy during
the conditioned stimulus and the conditioned reactions disappear. Where-
as the dog had never fallen asleep before in the experimental booth,
he does so now every time such a conditioned reflex is first solicited.
Thirdly, the development of drowsiness and sleep under these conditions
undoubtedly depends on the individual animal, on the type of nervous
system.

In the beginning, we approached the problem of sleep from a purely
practical viewpoint. It appeared as something hindering our experiments
with conditioned reflexes. This led to a most amusing error on our
part. Since we endeavored to have in our tests animals in which sleep
would be no problem, we selected dogs which were very lively and active
by nature, which investigated and reacted to everything. We achieved,
however, exactly the opposite result. These dog; fell asleep more
readily under the above described conditions. Dogs, on the other hand,
which we regarded as "stable" (quiet aud not easily distracted) proved
to be better suited for our studies because they were able to resist
sleep for a very long time.

These sleep-producing conditions led us to raise some scientific
questions. What is sleep? What are its characteristics and conditions?
What role does it play in our experiments? These problems occupied us
theoretically and practically for more than ten years. We tested five
or six different hypotheses before finally concluding, as the situation
now stands, that sleep and inhibition (which we regard as a stopping
stone to a better understanding of the conditioned reflex), "internal"
inhibition (in our terminology), are one and the same process... The
basic concept is as follows: every more or less protracted stimulation
of certain cells in the cerebral hemispheres, regardless of its bio-
logic importance but moreso in the absence of such importance, howso-
ever strong the stimulus may be, leads sooner or later to drowsiness
or sleep. This, however, occurs only when the stimulus is not accom-

panied by simultaneous stimulation of other cells or is not interchanged
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with other stimuli., The conditioned stimulus, impinging on certain,
cells in the cerebrum, may even be associated with food-,.and hence
with the chief biologic urge.-rand still lead to sleep, provided it
continues for a times perhaps only a few seconds, alone, without the
other simultaneous stimuli accompanying the act of eating. Even an
extremely strong electric shock, serving as the conditioned stimulus
in this case, is no exception to this rule... Every long, monotonous
stimulation leads to drowsiness and sleep ...

While continuing this research, we also became interested in
another phenomenon. Whenever a new stimulus appears in the animalts
environment, whenever any change takes place, in other words, tX..
animal reacts in a general way by turning the receptor organs in that
direction (looks up, pricks up its ears, etc.), provided the specific
stimulus does not call for a specific reaction. We call this general
reaction an orientation or exploratory reflex. If this stimulation
is repeated at short intervals or allowed to continue over a long
period of time, tLe exploratory reflex gradually becomes wc:.Ser
(sprocess of becoming accustomed,2 author) and finally disappears
completely. In the absence of other distracting stimuli, the animal
gets drowsy and eventually falls asleep. (See note below.)

By repeatizg this procedure several times, one can produce the
induction of sleep with the same accuracy as, for example, the reaction
of an alert and hungry dog to a piece of meat... A single, protracted
stimulation of certain cells invariably leads to drowsiness and sleep.
Most likely, the mechanism underlying this phenomenon, according to
what we know about living tissue, can be explained on the basis of
exhaustion, especially since normal periodic sleep occurs as a result
of exhaustion...,,7

Authorts Note: B. Roth made a similar observation with patients
suffering from narcolepsy. As it is known, these patients fall asleep
very often even at work. Roth noticed that these patients would
temporarily lose their desire to sleep whenever there was a change in
environment and they were brought into new surroundings. But once they
became accustomed to their new e-ivironment (by means of the orientation
and exploratory reflexes described by Pavlov), the o 'ientation reflex
gradually became weaker and, owing to a lack of new stimuli, the patient
succumbed to sleep as before.

(B. Roth: Concerning some general properties of vegetative regulatory
functions, with special regard to sleep.) Czech Medical Journal,
Vol. XC I No. 19
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Exhau:tion of given cells of the hemispheres arises, as Pavlov
explained, from protracted, monotonous stimulation which is not
interrupted or =placed by new stimulation. This state of exhaustion,
whichcan therefore lead to fatigue, drowsiness and sleep, should be
equated with internal inhibition. It is necessary to define the
concepts of inhibition and sleep in greater detail. Pavlov believed8

that the activity of the cerebral hemispheres, of the entire central
nervous system with its excitatory and inhibitory processes, is governed
by two basic laws: 1) "the law of irradiation and concentration of each
of these processes and 2) the law of reciprocal induction". In cases
of simple stimulation these processes spread out from the point of origin
With heavier demands, they concentrate and when overstressed, they
irradiate again. If the processes concentrate, then "they induce the
reverse process in outlying areas during the action as well as at the site
of the action after it has terminated",..." If an excitatory process
concentrates within the central nervous system, then inhibition is
seen as part of the induction process. In negative induction, the focus
of concentration of excitation is surrounded to a larger or smaller
extent by an inhibitory process. Negative induction occurs with condi-
tioned as well as unconditioned reflexes." The process of positive
induction means that the inhibition of the ganglion cell Y, for example,

Fig.-1

results in increased excitability of the neighboring ganglion cells
X and Z (Fig. 1). Conversely, excitation of one cortical area causes
increased inhibition in neighboring areas. This is known as negative
induction (Fig. 2).

7 Pavlov: "Internal Inhibition" of conditioned reflexes and sleep-.-one
and the same process, in I. P. Pavlov Three Treatises on the Activity
of the Cerebral Hemispheres from the Years 1922, 192.3 and 1925. VEB
Verlag Volk und Gesundheit, 1952.
8 Pavlov: Attempted Physiologic Interpretation of the Symptomatology

of Hysteria, Selected Works, 1951, pp. 423-428, Russia.
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Pavlov further established that inhibition due to negative
induction takes place immediately and is active not only for the
duration of the excitation which occasions this negative induction#
but. may continue for a certain period of time after the excitation
has died down,

-Fig. 2

By the law of negative induction, inhibition is especially dee
seated and prolonged when the degree of excitation is related inver
to the positive tonus of cortical areas in proximity. Therefore.
the stronger the excitatory stimulus and the lower the positive ton
of surrounding areas, the more intensive is the role of the inhibit
process in negative induction. Pavlov called this inhibition exter
passive unconditioned, as opposed to internal active, conditioned
inhibition. The purpose of active internal inhibition is to consta
update conditioned reflexes, especially "when the conditioned stimu
as a signal is not accompanied by the reinforcing stimulus, in some
oases temporarily and in others with considerable delay, thereby ho
up the whole stimulation processp" (when, for example, eating does
follow the conditioned stimulus at the usual time, is delayed or is
even absent altogether. The author.) This active internal inhibit:
also appears "when positive conditioned agents are completely cut o.
segregated and differentiated from the countless negative agents cl
by. It arises spontaneously under the conditions just described,
increases and grows stronger continuously. It can be reinforced an
perfected by training. This inhibition can also form an associatio:
with any indifferent external stimulus whenever its action coincide
with the presence of inhibition in the cortex. This stimulus then
begins by itself to trigger an inhibitory process in the cortex. T
special cortical inhibition functions along with the conditioned re:
in adapting the organism to the external environment by constartly
analyzing Stimuli emanating from this environment."

9
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Pavlov also describes a third form of inhibition. He says the
following about it: "All conditions being equal, the effect of the
conditoned stimulus iss as a rule, proportional to its intensity, but
only up to A certain maximum level (and probably also to a certain
minimum). Above this maximum, the effect does not become stronger
and may sometimes even become weaker. We say that at this maximum
level such a stimulus stops producing excitation and begins to produce
inhibition. We view all these phenomena in light of the fact that a
given cortical cell has a limited working capacity (that is, of
harmless and easily compensated functional destructinn)*. With stimuli
that might exceed the allowable maximum, this limit is preserved by
the rise of inhibitbn. The higher the stimulus above the allowable
maximum, the stroncer the inhibition. In this case the effect of stimula-
#ion either remains at an acceptable maximum, which is most often the
case, or decreases somewhat if the stimulus is too intense. This inhi-
bition could be called above-the-maximum."

If we study the role of these three different kinds of inhibition
in the onset of sleep, we find it is not always possible to determine
exactly which type of inhibition predominates. Let us review the
example which Pavlov gives in connection with sleep induction in dogs:
The dog always fell asleep when the unconditioned stimulus did not
follow the conditioned stimulus or if the interval for the unconditioned
stimulus he was accustomed to was delayed or prolonged. Pavlov pointed
out that the conditioned reflex extinguished here because it lost its
biologic importance. When the experiment was repeated, only a few
seconds of delay were sufficient to cause the animal to fall asleep.
The salivary reflex was extinguished as a result of inhibition. At
the same time, Pavlov showed that a single, monotonous stimulus which
is not interrupted or replaced by new stimuli always produces exhaustion

of the stimulated cortical area (inhibition), in this case by means of
the metronome, a light or uniform cutaneous, tactile and thermal stimuli,
so long as a new stimulus, as represented by the act of eating, does
not check or interrupt inhibition. This is an example of active internal
conditioned inhibition. Another factor often enters the picture here-
negative induction, which appears when a strong excitatory stimulus
encounters surrounding cortical regions of weak positive tonus. Whenever
a single, protracted stimulus impinges on cortex which has a low positive

tonus, in accordance with [the law of] negative induction inhibition
arise# (external passive unconditioned inhibition), This type of inhi-
bition, still speaking of Pavlovfs dog experiments, also depends on

ftrans. Note: i.e., "loss of ability to function" or "deactivation."
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the type of nervous system the animal possesses. Pavlov found that
highly active, restless dogs with weak nervous systems fall asleep

sooner than quiet, well-behaved dogs. The weak nervous system of
the former is characterized by the predominance of low positive
tonus in the cortex. Pavlov showed that lability and restless,
lively behavior actually serve as a defense mechanism to adapt thee
animals to their environment. This mechanism prevents the cortex f
becoming exhausted too rapidly through high receptivity to constant
changing stimuli. The dogs exhibit, therefore, lively, excited, st;
reactions. External passive unconditioned inhibition also plays an
Important part in reaction time while the inhibitozy process is for

Tethird type of inhibition responsible for the onset of slea,
depends on the working capacity of stimulated cortical cells. In o
words, supermaximal stimulI can produce inhibition. This occurs, f,
example, when the cortex is overtaxed. When working capacity is U:
this inhibition protects the cortical cell from functional destruct:
and thus is able, according to the law of irradiation, to spread fu:
over the brain. Another factor which is important for the producti,
of inhibition or sleep lies in the types of agents which serve as c4
ditioned stimuli. Thermal and tactile stimuli as well as stimuli w]
are generally weak and monotonous have a sleep-inducing effect.

In summary, the following factors all play an important role ii
producing inhibition or sleep3

(1) The conditioned reflex becomes extinct because its biolog:
iotance is lost;

(2) A singles protracted weak stimulus; (Factors 1) and 2) -

active internal inhibition)

(3) Cortical tonus (type of nervous system) when the excitatoi
process concentrates as a result of negative induction; (passive
external inhibition)

(4) A supermaxdmal stimulus which goes beyond the limit of Vu
wraking capacity [of cortical cells);

(5) The type of agents responsible for inhibition.

W•ich of the three types of inhibition Pavlov described dominal
during the onset of sleep is not always clear. On the basis of many

13



experiments and studies, Pavlov concluded that active internal inhi-
bition plays the chief role in inducing sleep.

Concerning this problem and in particular how active internal
inhibition and inhibition created by supermaximal stimulation of a
cortical cell of limited working capacity compare to passive external
inhibition, Pavlov says:

"The following problem remains unsolved: what is the relation
between the latter two types of inhibition and the first universal
case of negative induction? If in reality they are only a special
variation of the first case, what is this variation and how dons it
take place in relation to the special properties of the cortex?
Probably inhibition which transcends the working capacity limit is
closer to external passive inhibitiin than to internal active inhibi-
tion since it, too, arises spontaneously *ithout having to be elaborated
and cannot be trained like internal inhibition. Both these cortical
inhibitions move and spread over the brain. Many different experiments
on the movement of internal inhibition, in fact, have been carried out,..
While spreading and deepening, internal inhibition no doubt develops
various degrees of a hypnotic state. When it spreads downward from
the cerebral hemispheres over the brain, it represents normal sleep."

But every internal inhibition does not correspond to sleep as we
think of it. Pavlov distinguishes between a partial inhibitory process
localized to one or several points (this, if one may say so, represents
a sleep process within several restricted areas of the hemisphere) and
generalized inhibition which spreads over vast cortico-subcortical
areas and through the lower portions of the central nervous system and
which is analogous to deep sleep. Partial inhibition arises under the
same conditions as generalized inhibition; namely, to repeat it once
more, monotonous stimulation that is not relieved or interrupted by
new stimulation. However, partial inhibition does not pass Immediately
into generalized inhibition because, as the law of induction states,
every inhibition of one portion of the cortex is accompanied by increased
exmitation of the surrounding hemisphere.

Consequently, not every inhibition spreads auteuatically within
the hemisphere and continues to involve new cells. This also follows
the basic law of nervous activity. Every nervous activity, says Pavlov,
is composed of two processes, excitation and inhibition, and life itself
consists of the continuous interaction of these indivisible processes.
Pavlov proved that excitation as well as Inhibition are active,

12



dynamic processes that can spread, depending on the intensity or pr
dominance of either. Following the law of irradiations the change
compared to the norm) in one cortical area spreads to surrounding a
provided they are not excited or inhibited by a new stimulus. Let
suppose that the uniform, monotonous stimuli which have produced pa
inhibition continue undiminished, without any interruption from new
or internal stimuli, mainly through the sensory organs. In this ca
surrounding areas of the hemisphere will, as a result of increasing
tion, fall under this inhibition, and partial inhibition passes int
general inhibition. Thus, partial inhibition must always be regard
the first stage of general inhibition.

The transition from partial inhibition to general inhibition i:
gradual. Consequently, there is never an abrupt shift from wakeful:
to sleep; instead, the phases of fatigue and drowsiness precede actu
sleep. We shall discuss the different phases of the sleep state la
Pavlov found that sleep is produced by two different mechanisms. Hi
distinguished between active and passive sleep. He says:

"Active sleep originates in the cerebral hemispheres and is ba.
an a process of active inhibitions arising primarily in the hemisph,
and spreading from there to the lower portions of the brain. Passi,
sleep results from the reduction or limitation of stimulating impul
which impinge upon the higher parts of the brain (not only the cerel
hemispheres but also the adjacent subcortical layer). Excitatory
impulses can be either external stimuli which reach the brain throu,
the external receptors or iaternal stimuli which arise from interna:
body functions and are relayed to higher parts of the brain from au-
nomic regulatory centers."

As explained earlier, the sensory organs play a substantial roe
in the rise of general inhibition, and therefore of sleep. Sperans]
and Galkin proved that in a very revealing experiment. These autho:
totally deprived dogs of their senses of hearing, smell and vision I
severing the olfactory nerve,, the optic nerves and by damaging the
cochlea. After this operation the animals fell into a deep sleep
which lasted 23 1/2 hours a day, on the average. They woke up only
for short periods of time, i.e. when aroused by the need for food,
defecation or urination. Only strong stimuli, such as energetic shi
produced temporary wakeful states of short duration. However, it wi
essential in this experiment to operate on all the sensory organs
simultaneously. If first one sensory function is removed, another
or three months later and the third 2-3 months after that, sleep doq
not set in. The animal is now, of course, less active and since th.
loss c1 sensory organs means he has very little contact with the

13



environment. When one of the remaining senses, as the sense of touch,
for example, is stimulated, the dog becomes immediately more lively.
Str*pell reported a similar case of a patient whose sensory organs
had been severely injured so that he, as he expressed it, had only
two windows to the outer world left; namely, one 4ye and one ear. When
his eye was covered and his ear plugged, the patient inevitably fell
asleep. What do the Speranski and Galkin experiments and Strumpell's
observation prove? Pavlov commented as follows:

"I think that reasons could be cited which would make it clear
that the sleep of dogs, on which the Speranski and Galkin procedure
has been performed, is due to inhibition. Moreover, it is an active
inhibition that finds itself under extremely favorable conditions
since it does not meet any excitatory processes to speak of at this
time, any stimuli, in other words. Sleep is greatly facilitated. Why
is this so? Because certain areas of the dogts body surface, when the
animal is lying down, are continuously stimulated both mechanically and
thermally. It is conceivable, therefore, that passive sleep is evoked
by continuous, monotonous stimulation of the remaining receptors...
The fact must be stressed that there are two kinds of sleep: passive
sleep which arises when the majority of stimuli normally reaching the
brain are eliminated and active sleep-which, as I understand it, is
an inhibitory process since the latter is an active process and not
merely a state of inactivity..."

Thus, passive sleep arises, as explained earlier, through extensive
exclusion of stimuli from the external environment. It is induced
artificially and, unlike active sleep, does not require a state of
general physical exhaustion. In the final analysis, of course, in
"active" as well as in "passive" sleep active, dynamic processes (as
represented by inhibition) are responsible for the sleep process. The
key to passive sleep lies, according to Pavlov, in the artificial
elimination of external stimuli so that only a few ineffectual monotonous
stimuli remain, which then exhaust the lemisphere. "Active" sleep, on
the other hand, involves normal exhaustion of the hemisphere. Regarding
pausive sleep, Pavlov continues:

"We know, and this is a basic fact, that every cell experiencing
protracted, monotonous stimulation automatically passes into a state
of inhibition. It is therefore possible to regard passive sleep as
sleep resulting from inhibition which originates when remairdng receptors
(let us recall here the dogs deprived of vision, hearing and smell, the
Author) are subjected to prolonged, monotonous stimulation. Consequently,
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if these dogs are brought into new surroundings, they seem to

liven up at first. For example, become wide awake faster,
i.e. they remain more alert for a certain length of time.

Here also, as a result of lower tonus and weaker excitatory
processes, inhibition present in the hemispheres can spread faster

since weak, monotonous stimulations arise and facilitate the inhi-

bitory process."

Why, then, did dogs whose sensory organs were removed one at a

time over a long period of time fail to fall into a sleep state?

This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the remaining

receptors developed increased sensitivity, as a compensatory reactions

permitting new impulses to reach the cortex again through gradual

adaptation to the environment. Sharper orientation and exploratory

reflexes due to this increased sensitivity maintained cortical tonus

at a level which prevented the animals (although they were less active

and less responsive than normal animals) from Alling asleep. Impulses
relayed by the sensory organs, or exteroceptorss are not solely
responsible for the tonic state of the cortex. Impulses transmitted
from the inner organs by interoceptors can also influence cortical
tonus. After much experimentation, Bykov succeeded in describing the

function of the interoreceptors. They, too, are able to form condi-

tioned reflexes. In his writings on higher nervous activity Pavlov
explained the interrelationship of cortex and organ systems. He
assumed that the inner organs influence cortical tonus and, vice versa
cortical tonus influences the inner organs. From this it is obvious
that stimuli from the inner organs can disturb, curb and even bring
to extinction partial as well as generalized inhibition.

Consequently, first active sleep can set in as a result of normal
physiologic exhaustion and fatigue of the hemispheres, which is brough
on by the demands placed on and the increase in cortical tonus during
work. This state of physiologic exhaustion and fatigue is the result
of widely differents complex stimuli which in the wakeful state
continuously reach the brain through the exteroceptors of sensory
organs and the interoceptors of inner organs. Secondlys passive sleep
can develop during the wakeful state without exhaustion in the purely
physiologic sense, Whenever stimulation is reduced, mainly from the
external environment (sensory organs), the cortex becomes tired and
exhausted through protracted, monotonous stimulation of one region,
resulting in general (sleep) inhibition. This happens in the absence
of physical exhaustion or fatigue. In both cases inhibition arises in
the same way. The only difference is that in the first case general
physical exhaustion is involved, the type normally experienced after
exertion or at the end of the day. In the second case it is specific,
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I might adds artificially induced exhaustion, arising from specially
controlled stimuli. Naturally, it is impossible to differentiate the
physiologic aspect both these exhaustion states for in the case of
general exhaustion and fatigue (after the dayts activities are over)$
we usually remove from the environment stimuli which could keep us
awake,

When we "go to bed'.' we darken the room, remove auditory stimuli,
and assume a horizontal position in uniform thermal surrouaidings
(warmth of the bed). As we know, inviting sleep is nothing more than
subjecting the body to uniform tactile and thermal stinuli. Sleep is
more easily induced by protracted, monotonous weak sti-."i, such as
the sound of falling rain or of a brook, the regular breaking of waves.
at the seashore, the rustle of trees, the ticking of a clock, quiet,
sleepy music or reading a dull book that is not at all stimulating. In
addition, there are conditioned reactions that are associated by habit
with the onset of sleep, as the customary hour for retiring, the familiar
surroundings of a room, onets own bed (as we know, it is usually more
difficult to fall asleep in a strange bed), etc.

Pavlov made special studies of the transition from wakefulness to
deep sleep. Cortical activity shows defixite changes through the
various stages of drowsiness to deep sleep. These changes are evident
in the conditioned reflexes, or in conditioned stimuli and their
dependence upon stages of the inhibitory process. When cortical tonus
is normal in the wakeful state, reactions are proportional to stimulus
strength, that is, a strong conditioned stimulus causes a relatively
strong reaction; a mild conditioned stimulus, on the other hand,
produces a mild reaction. in the drowsy state (the first phase of
falling asleep), weak and strong conditioned stimuli alike evoke the
same reaction. This phase is called the phase of equalization. The
next stage is just the reverse. It is characterized by progressive
inhibition in which localized inhibition spreads to involve larger
areas of the cortex. Under these conditions, Pavlov noticed that a
weak conditioned stimulus results in a strong reaction. And a strong
conditioned stimulus produces either a mild reaction or none whatsoever.
This phase is called the paradoxical phase. New weak stimuli are
especially disturbing during this phase of inhibition or sleep. Every-
one is familiar with the disturbance caused when someone rustles a
newspaper, turns a page or quietly clears his throat, for example.
During the paradoxical phase weak auditory stimuli can therefore prevent
a person from falling asleep or "chase sleep away" so that it takes a
long time to reestablish the transition to sleep. Pavlov also dcscribed
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the ultra-paradoxical phase, in which a negative conditioned stimulus
to which the cortical cells do not react in the wakeful state now
pro4uces a reaction. In the narcotic phase the cortex reacts only to
relatively strong stimuli. in deepest sleep, on the other hand, there
"are no responses even to strong conditioned stimuli. Awakening, when
not artificially induced, is due to physical unconditioned stimuli
which arise during the transition from the assimilatory to the dissimi-
latory cycle. As we have seen, sleep sets in gradually, which explains
why sleep and awakening are not sudden processes. We never fall asleep
or wake up suddenly. Instead, these events occur in stages although
the speed of falling asleep and awakening differs from individual to
individual.
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Chapter II

Is There a Sleep Center?

Pavlov's experiments with animals have shown that sleep, as a
process related to internal inhibition, depends on the tonus of the
cortex, the predominance of inhibitory as opposed to excitatory pro-
cesses. Ignorance of cortical function and the concept of the absolute
autonomy of autonomic centers led most physiologists a.a. ýinicians
to assume the existence of a regulatory cen'!r for sleep and wakeful-
ness. The cortex was believed responsible only for somatic (motor)
and psychic functions. This view stemmed mainly from clinical obser-
vations of autonomic disturbances accompanying lesions in the mesen-
cephalon and diencephalon. Medical studies of encephalitis epidemica,
of which sleep is a well-known sy=ptom, led to the opinion that sleep
is regulated by one center most probably located on t-.e border between
the mesencephalon and the diencephalon in the retroinundibu.ar region
near the third ventricle. R. W. Hess believed the sleep center to be
located in the brain stem because he was able to induce sleep in
animals by stimulation of the brain stem with weak electric currents.
Morphologic changes in this area also explain thte hypczsomnia observed
in basilar meningitis, tubercular meningitis, syphilis, tumors of the
base of the brain and of the mesencephalon and occasion.ally in multiple
sclerosis. Experiments also showed that decerebrate and the anencephalus
(Gamper) still undergo periods of sleep and wakefulness.

I regard it necessary to give Pavlovts views of this important
question, too. Pavlov states:

"What happens to dogs whose hemispheres have been extirpated?
They certainly sleep. This fact is often used as evidence against what
I have just said, namely that sleep normally originates in the cerebral
hemispheres. But I do not regard this objection as physiologically
justified. Since sleep is generalized inhibition and the latter spreads
throughout the entire nervous system, it is clear that inhibition has
to extend as far as the central nervous system and the nerve fibers
themselves. Even after the hemispheres have been removed, why should
inhibition not develop in the lower portions of the central nervous
system, in either concentrated or irradiated form? This is all the
more likely since in dogs some telereceptors are on a-lower level-the
corpora geniculata (one relating to hearing, and the other to vision)..-
and since we know that a dog deprived of cerebral hemispheres reacts
to visual and auditory stimuli. Conditions are the same, therefore, as
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when the hemispheres are intact. Sleep in this case is not exclu4
but must set in. Since inhibition exists and there is a cell whic
becomes exhausted as a result of stimulation and passes over into
state of inhibition, then all conditions are present for inhibitic
to develop, When the cortex is removed, sleep begins in subcortic
regions. Hence we do not see any contradiction here as far as bas
facts are concerned, that is, the alternation of excitation and in
bition and their concentration and irradiation; since all this can
also take place at the lower levels of the central nervous system,
why should sleep not develop there as well? I consider these obje,
tions physiologically unfounded; they do not refute my statement t;
sleep normally originates in the hemispheres"...

Continuing, Pavlov touches on the subject of encephalitis, th4
morphologic changes it produces in the hypothalamus, and Hessls
experiments.

"Let me say that it is an oversimplification merely to see sli
on one hand and hypothalamic changes on the other. This is a very
hasty conclusion. I steadfastly maintain that all knowledge we ha%
to date on cerebral function makes the concept of the hypothalamus
as the true sleep center [extremely] doubtful. It is difficult foz
me to believe that an infectious process within the brain should no
have the slightest effect on the most reactive section of the grain
the cerebral hemispheres. Surely the toxins do not remain exclusiv
in the subcortex without diffusing into the hemispheres. Naturally
I realize that bacteria favor certain media and that there are very
fine structural differences between such possible regions [in the
brain). It is entirely possible that the process concentrates in
the hypothalamus, causing changes in the nerve cells that are visib.
under the microscope later on. But in the hemispheres these change.
may be only functional; they may appear simply as decreased excit-
ability of the hemispheres without being microscopically observable,
We can assume that pathologico-anatomic changes proceed smoothly
from visible changes to purely functional ones and, finally, to
invisible ones.*)

*Authorts Coznment: It is amazing that Pavlov at that time touched

upon two extraordinarily important problems in biology:
1) The affinity of certain bacteria for a certain medium,
2) The view, completely inconceivable in tLse days, that purely

functional changes could develop into structural, morphologic
changes; these predictions of Pavlov have been confirmed beyor
doubt.
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"I do not dispute the fact that somnolence occurs in encephalitis
and that this condition is related to the hypothalamus; it is, in
other words, in conformity with the hypothalamus. But I would inter-

pret this fact in the same way that I did the one Speranski and Galkin
brought out... There is no doubt that the hypothalamus is a broad
avenue where stimulations from the internal environments that is, from
all our organs, come together. Damage to the hypothalamus robs the
cerebral hemispheres of contact with the internal environment, i.eo
with the functional state of the organs. This situation is analogous
to the one created when the three abovementioned receptors were nulli-
fied, i.e. external stimuli were prevented from reaciing the hemispheres.
Stimuli coming from the internal organs, although we are not aware of
them, are responsible for continuous, increased tonus in the hemispheres.
The fact that dogs deprived of cerebral hemispheres sleep proves this.
Or, let us take a pigeon in which the cerebrum has been removed and
which constantly stays motionless and somnolent. As soon as the necessity
to eat or to relieve itself occurs, the pigeon wakes up...

"There remains still another very important fact supporting the
clinicians in their assumption of a sleep center. I am speaking of
Hessts experiments on sleep induction by electric stimulation of certain
parts of the brain. I won't deny this fact either. I recognize it
and believe it can be demonstrated by repeating Hessl experiments...
Hess pointed out that his experiments should settle the issue since
the points he used to produce sleep do not coincide with the clinicianst
concept of the sleep center. Typical lesions in encephalitis are
located in the region of the third ventricle and in its lateral walls,
whereas Hess stimulated the lowest part of the brain, near the brain
stem. How should we explain this? I must say, there is a difference
between the events which take place within the body under normal
conditions, as in our case, and events, on the other hand, that take
place under pathologic conditions, especially when they are deliberately
produced in the laboratory (stimulation of the brain, for example),
They are two completely different things. While in the latter case
everything can be simplified, in the normal state phenomena become
quite complicated. And Hess, who produced a definite state in dogs
by stimulating certain points in the brain, admits himself that this
could ta caused not only by stimulation of cells of an imaginary sleep
center but also possib~y of centrifugal and centripetal pathways. At
the same time he stresses that sleep-producing regions in the brain
are very limited.

I now feel justified in asking the fol.lowing question: isnIt this
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simply a matter of reflex sleep originating in the brain? We know
perfectly well that monotonous stimulation of the skin causes dogs
and man to fall into a state of hypnosis and sleep, It is not strang
that there are similar stimulations of nerve pathways which can induo
sleep... Besides hypnosis brought on by tactile, stimuli, which is
definitely reflex inhibition caused by monotonous stimulation, hypnos:
can also be induced verbally., In the laboratory we can make dogs fal:
asleep by stimulating the skin with weak electric currents. This sle,
occurs so consistently that after a few experiments sleep becomes a
conditioned reflex depending on the site of electrode attachment. Foa
example, one needs only to cut the hair here and the dog immediately
falls aleep. That shows what effect peripheral stimuli can havei,.

Hass used faradic current in his experiments. Consequently, thiu
could be only a very weak stimulation corresponding to that which we
produce in the laboratory' with weak direct current. We find, there-
fore, that the Hess experiment, which so convinced the author himself
and the clinicians as well, must be questioned. The only explanation
is as I have given, the existence of a sleep center' being impossible.
I would even go so far as to say that the crude idea that there is a
group of nerve cells which produce sleep while another group is
responsible for wakefulness is physiologically unsound. We are able
to observe sleep in all cells; why, therefore, should we regard a
special group of cells as the [sole) producer of sleep?
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Chapter III

The Importance of Cortical and Cortico-autoncmic
Regulation in Sleep

As we have seen, Pavlov theorizes at length on the autonomy of
visceral regulations and of various centers, including the so-€clled
sleep center. He was first to recognize the important role the cortex,
as the highest somatic, vegetative and psychic regulatory center,
plays in directing overall body function. In his studies of epilepsy
Jackson suspected that the cortex is involved in autonomic function.
Mislawski, Bechterew, Barren$ Spiegel, Kennarts Bussi and others held
similar opinions but were not able to find experimental proof.

Pavlov and his students, mainly BykOv, showed that "the complex
functions of the viscera are formed at different cerebral levels,
Impulses arising in the cortex act upon adjacent subcortical centers,
where the form and intensity of the stimulations reaching the working
effector apparatus are determined" (K. M. Bykov).

One might say, therefore, that there are so-called coordination
13vels in the cerebral hemispheres. The cortex represents the highest
level, the control center.

Probably, as Bykov puts it,"a struggle for the ultimate path to
be taken by impulses coming from the cortex" develops in the subcortical
region, where efferent impulses originate and are relayed on.

The varied, highly complex activity of the internal organs depends
upon a variety of receptor fields, with each field connected by means
of reflex paths to a number of working organs. These organs are located
in different parts of the body and carry out specific functions. Reflex
arcs that participate in many, very different reflexes originate in
one and the same source. This source is the receptor neuron which
connects the receptor field with the central nervous system. In our
case it is the vast receptor surface of the cortex. Pavlov considered
the entire cortex as the terminal portion of the peripheral receptors,..
With the skeletal muscles the situation is quite different. Whereas
the effector paths leading to the vi.scera begin in the subcortical
formation, the motor cortex, the terminus of receptor paths, has effector
paths leading directly to the muscles. Consequently, impulses in the
case of visceral activity do not arise in the cortex directly, but in
the underlying subcortical ganglia or, to be more accurate, under the
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A) Skeletal muscles.
b) Mo~tor cortex with adjacent skeletal muscle centers.
c) Cortical area excitation and inhibition impulses are collected

fran and relayed to the internal organs.
d) Intermediate bubcortical relay stations where effector paths to

organs begin (subcortical ganglia)
e) Visceral relay center in mesencephalon and diencephalon.
f) Introceptors of internal organs.

Arrows show direction in which impulses are relayed from cortex,
subcortex and relay centers to organs and skeletal muscles and vice
versa.
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influence of subcortical structures. From this point of view, we
cannot speak of the representation of a particular organ in the
cortex. No cortical area can be regarded as a visceral center which
is forever fixed as are the skeletal muscle centers. The connection
between the cortex and the internal organs must be regarded as a
process which can occur again and again in new combinations and every
time create a complex pattern of impulses in the brain, depending upon
the various afferent stimulations from the external and 'internal
world"'".

Bykov states very clearly that the visceral center is under the
influence of the cortex and should be regarded merely as a relay and
collection center. Thus, the mesencephalon and diencephalon, under
the influence of the cortex, control low-order autonomic functions.
In a schematic drawing (Fig. 3) I have tried to represent the relation
of the cortex to underlying levels (relay stations). The "centers"
that are connected to the cortex convey cortical impulses to the in-
ternal organs and, on the other hand, collect impulses from the
internal organs in order to transmit them to the cortex. Consequently,
the visceral relay centers have only relative autonomy, that is, under
cortical control they provide constant innervation and are responsible
for the status of internal functions. only under pathologic ccnditions
(loss of cortical function) do these centers become independent.

The Prague physiologist Roth 1 0 has the following explanation for
this: "Under certain pathologic conditions the hypothalamus, through
its regulatory, reflex activity is able to maintain internal conditions
necessary for life even without cortical support. This is how an
anencephalus as well as an animal deprived of its cortex can still live.
After decortication life is reduced to purely vegetative existence
although the regulation of this function is not so precise as in intact
animals... By studying the behavior of dogs and monkeys whose cortex
has been removed and observing the behavior of an anencephalus, we find
that these animals are not able to adapt autonomic regulatory processes

9 K. N. Bykov: Grosshirnrinde und innere Organe (The Cerebral Cortex
and the Internal Organs) VEB Verlag Volk und Gesundheit, Berlin, 1952.

10
B. Roth: Uber einige allgemeine Eigenschaften der vegetativen Regulation

unter besonderer Beruicksichtigung des Schlafes (Some General Character-
istics of Vegetative Regulation with Special Reference to Sleep) Eas.
lk. Ses., Vol. XCI, No. 19.
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to external environmental conditions. We assume, therefore# that the

role of the cortex in autonomic regulation is to modify the function
of underlying "levels" of control so that the body displays a unified,

Integrated reaction to stimuli from the ever-changing environment.

Omly a very delicate, precise and rapid adaptation equips the body fox
struggle with the external world. Cortico-autonomic integration
accomplishes this with extremely sensitive sensory and cortical
association mechanisms always ready to act. Moreover, this integratic
provides the capacity for full functional analysis, effective adapta..
tioa reactions and, in addition to unconditioned reflexes, the very
important conditioned reflexes which enable the body to make very fine
discriminatory adjustments to the external environment. This is also
true of autonomic functions. A conditioned reflex in which the sight
of food causes salivary and gastric secretion is a good example. Its
expediency is obvious. However, integration of closely related viscer
and somatic functions does not take place exclusively in the cortex bu
also in the lower "levels" of the hypothalamus... Whenever the regula
ting influence of a higher integrative level is removed, a lower level
takes over... If in the cat, for example, all connections from the
uterus to the spinal cord are interrupted, spontaneous birth is still
possible. Naturally, in these cases control is not so complete as in
an intact organ, where low-level regulatory impulses are appropriately
modified by higher 'levels'.

": ~~laterdeveloped " .
.. . ••. ", "brain .. .,

primitive brain.

Fig. 4. Human and Animal Hypnosis, F. V6lgyesi, Zuirich, 1938.

In the process of phylogeietic development encephalization is
evident. In other words, the integration of all vital functions
has shifted to the newer* portions of the central nervous systems 7hal

*Authorts comment: i.e. phylogenetically more recent.
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is above all the case with man whose cortex is most highly developed
and possesses a greater integrative significance than lower animals."

Several stages of encephalization are shown here. Fig* 4: The
ancient brain (paleencephalon) and the rmw brain (neencep!talou) e
Figs. 3 and 6s Brain of a pigeon and of the human embryo with the
system of five cerebral vesicles. Fig. 7s Surface of the dog, horse#
and elephant brain showing the development of sulci. Fig. 6t Lateral
view of dog brain, Fig, 9:- Lateral view of chimpanzee brain.

Phylogenetically speaking, the encephalization of functions in
the entire soological series proceeds in an ascending order from the
lowr parts of the brain to the highest. It Is in the cortex, as the
highest stags of development, that the most highly differentiated =Inio
of all imupulses conveyed through the interoceptors and the extero.
captors takes place.

Fi.3*

Fig. 6*

*Figs 5 & 6, F. Volgyesi, ibid.
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"I,o
Bykov explains, "the capacity for forming temporary connections

"Is not the property of cortical cells alone. In the lower vertebrates
(fishea and amphibia) the diencephalon possesses this capacityg in
birds the cerebrum has this function and in mamals this organ is
unidoubtedly the cerebral cortex... The union of 'animal' as well as
$vegetative' functions takes place in the cortex. As a result, the
organism is capable of reacting on an extremely broad scale."

" a SElsewhere Bykov states that the internal organs are regulated by
a machanism consisting of several layers: "To a limited extent the
brain stem first determines the activity of vital functions. The

. higher portions of the brain, and the cortex in particular, as flexible
parts of the mechanism, play the leading role: in determining visceral
"activity, they are influenced at any one time by a great variety of
external infduences which act incessantly on the cortex through the
exteroceptors... Bvery complex function e.g. thernoregulation, can
be Influenced by the =ortex on pathways that also serve for other
functions, as the pOlypnea reaction, for example. It is therefore
difficult to decide, when a particular area in the cortex is destroyed,
just exactly which part of the entire functional complex is affected

jby the resUlting disturbance of cortical activity or of underlying
centers connected with the cortex".

We have been discussing the integrative ability of the cortex.
* E Bssentially, the cortex controls all lower portions of the central

mnervus system, adapting then to needs created by ever-changing
environmental conditions.

/he role the cortex plays in mants differential adaptation to
the external environment is evident in the sleep and wakefulness
rhythm of decerebrate animals and of the human anencephalus. Gamper
bas described the behavior of decerebrate animals. ALthough these
animials also alternate between sleep and wakefulness, their sleep
period is compleit]v independent of the day-night cycle (or a Light.
dmrk cycle) as well as of any other envirormental stimuli. A similar
situation exists with human newborns in whom encephalization ,is not
yet o~mplete.

In decarebrate animals and the anencephalus, therefore, adapta.
tion to the external environment is more primitive and less adequate
as far as the necessities of life are concerned. These animals lack
the ability to adapt their sleep habits to the demands of maintailmin
Life im a constantly changing environment. Not only does the slewp
&ad wakefulness rhythm appear to be uncoordinated and lacking in
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purpose, but the sleep and wakeful 'states themselves contradict
biologic needs, that is, there is a change in the quality of sleep.
The animals cannot be easily aroused; as the Speranski and Galkin
experiments showed, only strong stimuli are effective here. In the
wakeful state they often exhibit a hyperexcitability which, is can-
pletely unwarranted in view of their needs at the time. Decorticate
animals adapt to the environment by means of the highest portions of
the nervous system which are still intact, as we observed in animals
whose cortex had been experimentally removed. Thus$ the intact
cortex is capable, by means of the conditioned reflexes, chiefly the
soocalled orientation and exploratory reflexesp to adapt the sleep a
wakefulness pattern to the internal needs of the body through both
the exteroreceptors and the interoreceptors, and to control it
accordingly.
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Chapter IV

Acquired Conditioned Sleep Reflexes and Foci of Arousal

Bvery person, I would say, acquires during his liftime certain
transitory [conditioned] sleep and waking reflexes which are peculiar
to his. We are aware$ for example, that a particular position in
bed, familiar surroundings and known temperature conditions$ all
greatly contribute to the sleep rhythm of every individual.

When these environmental conditions are suddenly changed, sleep
is delayed and a person finally falls asleep due to new orientation
reflexes. Cortical adaptation is so great that mang for example, can
sleep surrounded by loud noises yet be quickly aroused by an auditory
stimulus which, based on his experience, is biologically very impor.
tant. We know that a mother can be awakened by her childts faintest
whimper while other common stimuli such as street noise, a thunder-
storm, etc., do not interrupt her sleep. The same can be said of the
organically conditioned arousal stimuli due to interoceptors. A
person acquires these during his lifetime by experiencing and "learn-
ing" their importance.

The adult can control his kidney function reflexes during sleep
*- to such an extent that if he is aroused by the physical stimulus his

'• sleej, is interrupted. Infants, however, have no control over their
,;~ kidney function because of deficient encephalization. Special pre-

cautionary measures must be taken to prevent infants and small
"X children from falling out of bed. The adult, on the other hand, has

learned to lie on the bed without falling during deepest sleep even
when the space is limited. This demonstrates that in spite of
[sensory] unconsciousness man can react during sleep to critical
expectation stimuli since in limited areas of the brain consciousness
remains active even when he sleeps. Pavlov explained this phenomenon
by saying *hat during the delicate process of adaptation by the cortex
to environmental factors, isolated foci are not affected by the-general
inhibition present during sleep.

Consequently# these foci have a "watch-duty" function. [Trans.
notes based on Pavlov3 e "watch-duty" theory]. When a conditioned
reflex is evoked by a critical stimulus, inhibition is then ime-.
diately suppressed by the appropriate focus. Un'der these conditions
excitation predominates and the person awakens.
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Chapter V

Foci of Arousal and Dreaming

It is perhaps possible that these so-called foci of arousal
are not affected by generalized inhibition hold the key to the p
of dreaming. Throughout the history of mankind dreaming has ret
a veil of mystery. In the history of ancient civilizations ther
many references to the observation and interpretation of dreamin
found in Egyptian hieroglyphics as well as in Greek mythology.
Kerenyi has written a book on divine sleep and A. Mgder on templ
and modern psychotherapy. Both authors mention that already aro
500 B.C. sleeping was used as a healing therapy in the sanctuary
Asklepios [LAt.: Aesculapius] near [the city of] Epidaurus on th
of Cos*. The healing of the patients was attributed to the drea
was believed that they were inspired by Asklepios, i.e. to be hi
and his message. The patient was asked to lie in a dark, underg
room, removed from auditory and visual stimuli. He then fell as
most probably, by means of autosuggestion. In some cases, sleep
to the healing dream which was undoubtedly due to the limited fo.
arousal in the brain. It is obvious that the interpretation of
dreams and the many resulting cures were based on mythology.

N How can we now analyze dreaming on the basis of the Pavlovii

school of thought? We mentioned earlier the possible presence o:
"foci of arousal", namely noninhibited areas of the brain, which

0 not affected by generalized inhibition during sleep. When in a
Sdiscussion [following a lecture] Pavlov was asked to expla in', on

basis of his theory of inhibition, sleep in which dreams occur, I
answered as follows: "Sleep is an inhibition which gradually an,

* spreads to the lower levels of the brain. It is comprehensible
fore, that when sleep or fatigue begin to set in, the highest poi

*Trans. Note: Temples were erected to Asklepios in many parts oj
Greece, near healing springs or on high mountains. The practice
sleeping in these sanctuaries was very common, it being supposeid
the god effected cures or prescribed remedies to the sick in drel
All who were healed offered sacrifice (especially 1 cock), and m
tablets, recording their names, their diseases and.the manner in
they had been cured, have been discovered at Epidaurus the god's
famous shrine.

For additional information reference Walter A. Jayne, M.D., The H
Gods of Ancient Civilizations, 196P, p. 276.
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of the cerebral hemispheres which controls verbal activity* becomes
inhibited first, since we constantly operate with words. To this

can be added that the inhibitory process is brought about by external
and internal stimuli. One of the internal stimuli of inhibition is

the himoral element, consequently, some by-products of cellular

chemistry which evoke this inhibition. On the other hand, the external

inhibitory stimuli are primarily monotonous and weak. It is obvious

that, during the day, you and I perform with the highest portion of
our brain w the higher cortical activity which controls our verbal
function. Fatigue brings about inhibition and this portion becomes

inactive. In addition to this verbal function of the hemispheres

there is a function we share with animals and which I call the first

signalling system** i.e. the perception of sensations produced by

*Authorts comment: Speech, thought and consciousness processes,

termed by Pavlov as the second signalling system, corresponding to

the latest phylogenetic stage of evolution.

*Authorts comment: The temporary connections or conditioned reflexes

which inform the animals about environmental factors through the
sensory organs, are termed by Pavlov as the first signalling system.

The more highly developed the CNS became the greater the differentia-
tion of this signalling system in phylogeny. The senses of seeing,
hearing, smell, touch, etc. have enabled animals to meet the challenge

of the environment. Search for food, reproduction, etc. represent a
valuable reenforcement of permanent connections or unconditioned

reflexes based on the experiences acquired through the temporary

connections or conditioned reflexes. In addition to the first signalling
system, in man evolved also a second signalling system: speech, which
developed along with the most recent and highly differentiated region

in the cerebral cortex. This second signalling system, linked to the

ideational process through speech, has given man a highly differentiated
adjustment to the environment by means of the "word reflex", i.e., the

conditioned stimulus which is associated with words and their meaning
as learned through experience. By means of this second signalling

system and due to the degree of its evolution man is able to adapt

himself in every way to the environment.

', I!

.9II
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all incoming stimulf.*. It is quite clear that when we are alert,
function inhibits the first signalling system. Consequently, whe
are alert (except for artists, an unusual group of individuals) a
speak, we never imagine (visualize) the objects we designate by w
I have closed my eyes and an thinking about a person sitting here
front of me, but I do not see him in my thoughts. Why? Because
excitation of the higher portion in the brain inhibits the lower
portion. Consequently, when sleep sets in and embraces only the I
portion of the hemispheres, the adjacent lower portion# bearing a

relation to sensations, prevails and is responsible for individua:
dreams. When the "pressure" from above is absent, there is a cer-
degree of freedom. A new fact, known to us physiologists, must tb
added here, namely, positive induction. When one area becomes in]
anther, on the contrary, becomes excited. If we accept this, i.4
assume positive induction, dreams come into a clearer focus".

To analyze dreaming in greater detail would extend our topic
beyond its framework. It should be mentioned, however, that exte:
and internal, unconditioned as well as conditioned stimuli can
substantially influence dreaming. As is known, dreams are not rul

. by the logical laws of an ideational process. They are prevalent]
uncoorditated and caused by different impulses which at times inve

Sthe cortex and the subcortex. A certain amount ef urine in the
bladder, gastrointestinal tonus, meteorism as well as certain circ
ory conditionsg etc*# can,, therefores bring on dreams. Retrograd

I memory, however, has no recollection of them, although they are th
7 underlying cause of the content of the dream. We also know that

external stimuli, be they auditory, thermdc, tactile or other, can
cause dreaming. It is interesting to know that a certain position
of the bbdyp or better, similar or equal stimuli of the internal o
external environment can cause a repetition of the dream [patterns
It is a known fact that when some persons run high fever they
repeatedly see the same dream. The same is true in the case of
some external stimuli or of a specific psychic state - recurring
nightmares because of final examinations, professional difficultie.
etc. Here, however, the dream [patterns] can reoccur after an

*Authorts coment: Sensory organs, food reflexes, orientation ret:
etc., are termed as the first signalling system, corresponding to.-
earlier phylogenetic stage of evolution.
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interval of several years.

Undoubtedly dreaming is associated with temporary connections

or a conditioned reflex. The cinteat of the dreau is probably
Influenced by the summation of the exogenous or the endogenous stimuli.

Since the knowledge of t:e ideational process during wakefulneest

ioe., during [sensory] consciousness, is still Incomplete, it is

difficult to give an exact explanation of the occurrence and the

process of dreams. Auditory or visual phencmena often prevail in the

dream. lhis, of course, depends on whether the dreamer is predominantly

an auditory or a visual learner. Unusual color combinations and odd

sounds in "musical" dreams define the psychic mood which can be

euphoric or depressive. Humoralp endocrine and nervous factors, which

cause definite impulses in the cortex and subcortex, are also very

important. Moreover, intrapsychic conflicts or suppressed complexes

can also influence some dreams. [Sensory] consciousness is to a

lesser or greater degree curbed during a dream. The ability to

criticize, i.e. the critical judgment and evaluation of the dream is

highly inhibited, although some individuals are aware during the

dream that they are dreaming. The dream occurs mainly in a state of

[sensory] "unconsciousness". The ability to remember dreams differs

j greatly from individual to individual. Retrograde amnesia of the

dream is often observed upon awakening. Some persons, however,

remember their dreams relatively well and are able to reconstruct

them. Dreams frequently can cause also motor reactions which are

obeerved mainly in sleep walkers whose movements are very exact and

perfectly coordinated. Somnambulists are only partially asleep, and

a limited area within the uninhibited brain is responsible for their

movements. Many persons have the tendency to talk in their sleep,
whereby the innervation of the larynx as well as of the tongue and

labial muscles is normal.

A
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Chapter VI

Foci of Arousal and Hypnosis

In the previous chapter we discussed the foci of arousal pr4
natural sleep and also in dreaming. We shall now turn to the rel
phenomenon of hypnosis, which also could be described as "partia]
Basically, the physiologic process is the same in hypnosis and it
natural sleep. It differs in gradation only. Pavlov stated thai
sleep is partial (not total) sleep, spreading from a given point
cerebral hemisphere. He cites a very interesting experiment witl
which slept tontiuously after three of his sensory organs were i
Yet this dog could be awakened by stinulation of the remaining re
in the skin. He then could be led to the laboratory and placed c
experimental stand, where tests revealed that his condition was
to a hypnotic one. In this dog, only one reflex could be evoked;
impossible to simultaneously evoke two, three or four reflexes it
would easily be possible with normal animals. Pavlov explained i
observation in the following way: the tonus of the cortex, i.e.,
effective excitatory potential of the entire cortex is so low tha
concentration takes place at one point, the remaining cortical ax
depleted of excitability, thus making it impossible for additions
to provoke reaction.

Pavlov's concept of hypnosis correlates with [the observatic
in] this experiment. He said:"The hemispheres are not totally eat
inhibition. There are some remaining areas in which excitation c
When the hypnotizer gives his instructions, concentration takes I
a given point and the hypnotized subject then carries out the coo
All other areas are absolutely immune to other stimuli; when the
resumes normal waking state, the effect of the suggestion as an I
stimulus is eliminated. In summation: hypnosis is not total, bul
sleep. This is the difference between hypnotic and natural slee;

Natural sleep is a general inhibition nf the cerebral hemis;
excluding only those areas which act as "alart centers" [foci of
Hy3pnosis Is partial inhibition, limited to a restricted area, wil
other areas remaining in waking state. When hypnosis with its a]
process of sleep induction is used to bring about general, norma]
sleep, the identical process takes place as the one I'-eady descs
oncerning ~transformation from localized to general inhibition.
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sleep, originally localized in a small area, gradually irradiates until
it embraces not only the hemispheres, but also the subcortex. The
same hases are known in hypnosis (depending on its intensity) as already
described in the analysis of the phases of sleep: the phase of equaliza-
tion, the paradoxical phase, the ultL a-paradoxical phase and the narcotic
phase. In hypnosis, these phases are termed hypnotic phases. Their
slower pace differentiates them from the transitory phases in sleep.
Depending upon degree of intensity, hypnosis can be suspended at any of
these phases.

3
In hypnosis, the noninhibited areas are mediated in man not only

through the first signaling system (sensory organs) as in animals, but
i also, and predominantly so, through the second signaling system (speech,

etc.). Pavlov stated: "To man, the word is as much of a true conditional
stimulus as all those he also has in common with the animal, but the word
is so polyvalept that it neither quantitatively nor qualitatively compares

ed to the restricted stimuli applicable to animals. All vital activity of
adult man is connected through the word with all exogenous and endogenous
stimuli reaching the cerebral cortex. The word can convey all stimuli,
the word can represent all stimuli; and therefore it can effect all of
the organism's functions and reactions provoked by such stimuli."'1 2

In addition, Pavlov offered the following explanation in regard to
suggestion or autosuggestion:

"It [suggestion or autosuggestion] is concentrated stimulation at
a given point or portion of the cerebral hemispheres by a particular

excitation, rensation or a trace thereof, effecting (either by emotion
or by subcortical stimulation) a concept which assumes predominant,
irregular and overriding significance through associaton. It [suggestion
or autosuggestion] exists and operates, i.e., it activates this or that
motoric function without being based on association, i.e., on connection
with past and present excitation3, sensations and conceptions. That
would constitute a powerful mental process such as would occur in a
normal strong cortex. Instead, the working method of suggestion [and

autosuggestion] is based on the simultaneous co-effect of negative

induction, which separates it and isolates it from all unrelated

influences. This is also the principle of post-therapeutic suggestion.

In hypnosis we have, due to irradiated inhibition, a weak positive tonus

in a healthy and strong cortex. When the hypnotizer's verbal instruction

1 2 platnov, K. I - .aggestion und Hypnose in Lichte der Lehre I.P. Pavlov's
.(suggestion and hypnosis as advanced by I.P. Pavlov) Zeitschr. Krztl. Fortb
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falls on a given point of such a cortex, this stimulation will concei

the excitation process at that given point and is immediately accompi
by negative induction which, due to the minimal degree of resistance,

irradiates over the entire cortex; therefore the word, the order, esm

Go=letely isolated from all other influences and remains even after

subject's return to waking state as an absolute, determining factor.'

Discussions of particular details pertaining to hypnosis are be3

the framework of this book. The hypnotizability of the different ty;

of nervous systems will be discussed in detail in the second part of

chapter XIII.

* Practical Knowledge Gained during Twenty Years of Objective Studie

of Higher Nervous Activity in Animals, p. 590, 1938.
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Ch pter VII

Sleep Theories

We dealt in the previous chapters with the development of sleep,
which is based on the fundamental law of nervous activity: the inter-
relationship of excitation and inhibition. It is this constant inter-
change which controls nervous activity. Pavlov was able to prove, that
in the untraumatized central nervous system inhibition irradiates from
the cerebral cortex as the highest center to the lower parts of the
central nervous system. As we have seen, predominance of inhibition
causes a cortical tonus decrease, as is characteristic of sleep. On the
other hands predominance of excitation causes an increase in tonus, as is
characteristic of wakefulness. The fundamental law of the nervous process,
which is based on the incessant interchange between excitation and inhi-
bition, is, as Pavlov emphatically stated, inconceivable "without [pre-
supposing] a special mediating element as part of the cellular chemical
process." Regarding sleep, Pavlov explained:

"This condition of inactivity [inhibition] which arises in a given
cell irradiates until it embraces not only the hemispheres, but even
the lower brain sections. In other words: a working cell's exhaustion
will spread to resting cells. This process still remains a mysterious
phenomenon. Cne must admit to the presence of a special physicochemico
process within the cells which, when initiated by the exhaustion of a
working cell will stop all activity in this particular cell in order to
prevent overtaxation. Moreover, this process will also involve surrounding
cells which had not been exhausted by work... This indicates the existence
of a humoral factors i.e., some metabolic product which causes this sup-
pression."

The nature of this chemical substance (or of this humoral factor)
has not yet been determined. In Chapters I and II we presented the basic
law of generalized inhibition of sleep as proven by Pavlov, and we explained
that (according to Pavlov's research) there carnot be an actual sleep
center. Let us now discuss the different sleep ti--ories as well as the
questions raised on the chemical aspect of drowsiness and sleep, which
has been the object of so many research projects.
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Kieitman and Camill14 assumed that sleep ensues when weaker or
* fewer stimuli reach the cerebrum, whereas wakefulness can be sustainec

by increasing the afferent impulses relayed primarily by cutaneous, bi
also by internal sensory receptors. This theory is based to a certair

extent on Pavlov's research, but it remains innomplete and superficial
"Heube11 5 tried to explain sleep as being induced by interruption or
cessation of sensory stimulation. Mautner 1 6 believed that a fatigue
edema in the regions of the tegmentum and aquaedu..tui cerebri is
responsible for sleep by blocking the stimulus path, thereby causing
sleep to ensue. More widespread was the opinion that a circulatory
change in the brain, i.e., a variation in oxygen scpply, causes sleep.
This seemed logical in view of the observations on patients with
oerebrocirculatory disorders, cerebral anemia or cerebral ischemia,
accompanied by symptoms of dimming or loss of consciousness or of syn-
cope. We know that oxygen deficiency reduces cerebral function. This
led Bernard and Mosso to believe that deficient cerebral circulation
is the underlying cause of sleep. They reasoned that reduced cerebral
circulation, which we find during normal and pathologic shifts in
blood distribution throughout the body, must be the initiator of the
sleep process.

The rapid progress in chemical science moved physiologic chemistz
into the interest sphere of medical research and brought with it the
temptation to seek clarification of the sleep process by means of a
strictly chemical approach. Weichardt17 and Pieron supported the
conception that the accumulation of metabolic wastes, produced in the

; dissimilation phase, is the initiator of the fatigue process. P$.eron
' spoke of hypnotoxins as fatigue or sleep toxins.

14Studies on the Physiology of Sleep. VI. The Behavior of Decorticate
Dogs, Amer. J. Physiol. 100, (1932) 474,

Pfluger's Archiv 14, 1877.

L6 Wien. klin. Wochenschr. 1910, Nk. 22.
17 017ber EmUdungsstoffe (Fatigue substances), Stuttgart 1910, Enke.
18Le problems physiologique du sommeil (The physiologic process in

sleep), Paris 1913.
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In recent times it was chiefly Kroll 1 9 who believed that sleep-
inducing substances could be obtained from tU.e brain extract of sleeping
animals. P. was convinced that the brain pr~guces sleep-sustaining

humoral substances during sleep. Kornmtzuller believed in the existence
of a specific s"eep hormone; Scharrer and Gaupp Jr. were of the opinion
that this sleep hormone is formed in the secretory cells of the hypo-

thalamus2l

Salmon advanced the theory of three elements being decisive in the
physiology of sleep. In his opinion, the waking state is sustained by

psycho-affective stimuli proceeding from the cerebral cortex and being
transmitted to nuclei in the infundibulum. He regards the infundibulum
as a waking center which together with the cerebral cortex stimulates

metabolism. On the other hand, he presumes that antagonistically function-
ing secretion products of the hypophysis initiate sleep.

Friede2 2 stated that defined, restricted sulcal fields in the walls
of the third and fourth ventricle facilitate the interchange between
cerebrospinal fluid and nuclei and that the fluid contains a humoral
substance which produces sleep. Zondeck 2 3 was of the opinion that the
hypophysis releases a bromine-containing substance of sleep-inducing
efficacy into the blood stream. Ivy and Schneedorf 2 4 believed that
hypnotoxins contained in the cerebrospinal fluid of tired animals are
capable of producing sleep, In their experiments, they obtained cerebro-
spinal fluid from animals which had been worked into a state of exhaustion,
and they injected this fluid into the ventricles of dogs. These dogs fell
asleep after the injection. However, this experiment did not prove valid,
inasmuch as the same results could be obtained by using cerebrospinal
fluid from untired animals. This fact led to the assumption that increase
in fluid pressure as such must be the decisive factor, The extent of the
role which pressure increase in the cerebral ventricles plays in fatigue
and sleep conditions has not yet been determined. We know that with acute

1 9 Gibt es einen humoralen Schlafstoff im Schlafhirn? (Is there a humoral
sleep substance in the brain during sleep?), Dtsch. med. Wochenschro
1952, Nr. 27/28.

2 %tsch. ined. Wochenschr. 759 1950
21Cited in Kroll, Dtsch. med. Wochenschr., 1952, Mr. 27/28.
22.Akta neurovegQet. II, 1-2, 1951 and II, 3-4, 1951.
23H. Zondeck und A. Bier, Klin. Wochenschr. 1932, 759-760.

uAn exaination of the hypnotoxine theory of sleep. Amer. J. Physiol.,
1925, 1939.
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pressure increase (especially in the third ventricle), for instance, du
ventriculography or during hemorrhage, sle .p or loss of consciousness c
occur. F ture research might reveal the widely suspected existence of
specific "sleep substance' in hibernating animals,

Birkh~user, Pighini, Nachmannsohn and others attempted to substant
the theory of fatigue substances with their experiments. They ascertai;
that certain portions of the brain show a definite cholinesterase contel
especially high in the region of the putamen and the nucleus caudatus,
lower in the globus pallidus and lower yet in the thalamus opticus and
the cortex.

The white matter showed the lowest cholinesterase content. It was
therefore suspected that a certain function can be attributed to the am
of cbolinesterase present in portions of the brain which serve as relay
centers for afferent impulses.

Weber25 determined the cholinesterase content in different brain
regions in patients suffering organic CNS diseases. The most striking
result of these tests was the revelation that no appreciable amount of
cholinesterase could be detected in the putamen, globus pallidus and
nucleus ruber of patients with postencephalitic Parkinson's disease.
This led him to the conclusion that chemkico-enzymatic diszurbances play
an essential part in clinical symptomatology. Weber suspected lack of
cbolinesterase in the basal ganglia to effect elimination of inhibition,
thus enabling the afferent impulses to pass these relay centers unchecke
thereby producing hyperkinetic symptoms.

The nature of this specific metabolic product has not yet been
determined, nor is it known which humoral factor emerges in the course
of the inhibition process. It is conceivable that the so-called "fatigu
or sleep substances", which develop through cellular exhaustion and may
spread to other cells, could be the chemical link in the inhibition proc
which leads to a cortical tonus decrease. But this would, in my opinion

25
Zuma Cholinesterasegehalt des Gehirns bei Gehirntumoren und bei
Parkinsonisaus (Cholinesterase content of the brain in the presence of
brain tumors and in Parkinson's disease) Bull. Schweiz. Akad, Med, Wis
April 1952.
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suggeut that on the other hand a tonus increase should be attributed to
A specific excitatory agent of anabolism.

From the physiologic point of view, I consider it debatable and too
restricting to think in terms of specific sleep or exc~datory substances.
The complex metabolic process with its assimilation and dissimilation
phases [anabolism and catabolism) is not that simple; nor can the functions
of higher nervous activity be evaluated apart from hormonal, humoral and
mineral metabolism. Hormone-metabolic disorders are clinically known to
produce tendencies toward hypersomnia. I call to your mind the sometimes
severe comatose conditions occurring with idiopathic or symptomatic hypo-
glycemia, brought on by (variously caused) overproduction of insulit. We
also know of the symptoms of drowsiness or sleep associated with addisonism
or Addison's disease. Here, too, mineral metabolic eisorders play a part
which will be discussed later.
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Chapter VIII

Mineral MetaLolism and BlectrobioloVic Processes in Fatigue or Sleep

Studies of mineral metabolic changes (chiefly by Eppinger and his
school) revealed that extensive transmineralization takes place under
fatigue conditions. 2 6 K ions, P0 4 and Ca ions pass from muscle fibers,
nerve and hepa.tic cells into blood and connective tissue, whereas Na
and C- ions pass from blood and connective tissue into muscle fibers,
nerve and hepatic cells. The theory of attributing inhibited or reduce
glycogen resynthesis in skeletal and cardiac muscle and in the liver to
a potassium loss in fatigued muscle is not new. Eppinger observed tran
mineralization in.rats and dogs, .chiefly.

Mineral Values in Controls and in Rats Fatigued b! Runnin

Controls Fatigued

Organs K Na Ca CZ K/Na 2 K Na Ca mC'er W~a~~~~~~ ma a Ig•• lg % mg % mg %Im 0Ioo

Muscle... d20 39 109 11 40 2.38 31 439 117 12 35 2,09oHeart... 0 29 11 125 11 - 1. 94 31 394 142 10.0 - 1.64 df:

Lier.. 2 48 99 8 69 2.55 .31 350 117 9.0 60 1.76
0

-Fig. 1

It is important to note that not only po .tassium but also phosphoru!
decreases in the muscles during work. Similar to glycogen,, lactacidogei
(the glucose phosphoric acid) is broken down into lactic acid and phosp]
salts, and a decrease in organically fixed phosphoric acid occurs.
Inversely, during the phosphorylation process phosphoric acid, bound
again to glycogen, is transformed during rest into lactacidogen. Durin,

2 6 H. Eppinqer,' Eramudung, Entziindung und Tod (Exhaustion, inflammation

and death) Zeitschr. klin. Med., Vol. 102.
H. Kaunitz und L. Meltzer, VerTnderungen des Sauerstoffverbrauchs und
dev Mineralstoffwechsels der Leber bei Erxmtdung (Hepatic changes in
oxygen consumption and in mineral metabolism during fatigue).
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fatigue or exhaustion, the assimilation phase (relative vagotonia)
prevails just as in sleep, and a relative potassium increase occurs in
the blood serum. The potassium-calcium ratio# normally 2:1=2, shifts#
rising above 2, as compared to below 2 in the dissimilation phase
(relative sympthicotonia).

Jesserer directed attention to this shift in ion balance. The
migration of K ions from muscles and liver increases the blood serumts
potassium content. It is known that normally [in the waking state]
cerebral potassium content is relatively high; but only further research
will reveal if it decreases during fatigue and sleep. These ion shifts
through transmineralization can be regarded as electrobiologic processes
based on the electrostatic potential difference between the parenchymal
cellsand the blood. According to Keller, blood plasma is negatively
charged and the parenchymal cells positively with a differential of approx.
50 mV. According to MUller 2 7 , the substantial difference between visceral
cells and blood plasma (in concentration of potassium and phosphoric
acid on one hand and of sodium chloride on the other) indicates the
important part electrobiologic forces play in the maintenance of the vital
metabolic shifts and therefore in all vital functions. By this we mean
a high Na content in blood plasma and high K and P04 content in parenchymal
cells. Death, severe illness and inflammation as well as exhaustion will
cause migration of K and P0 4 from muscle and liver cells and an inflow of
Na, CC and H2 0 into the muscle cells through the cell membrane. This
osmotic equalization of the mineral content between blood serum and paren-
chymal cells, reduces the electric potential difference. The diffusion of
H20 into the fatigued muscles causes an increase in their volume. The
selective permeability of the cell membrane is affected, resulting in
transaineralization. This is comparable with Eppinger's findings in the
case of serous inflammation.

During the recovery Na and Cg ions flow from muscles, parenchymal
and nerve cells into connective tissue, blood serum and myelin sheaths,
whereas K, P03 -0 and Ca ions travel in the opposite direction.

27L. R. MNllen tUber den Schlaf (On the subject of sleep), Urban wun
Schwarzenberg, Berlin-Munich 1948.
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Ion Exchange

Schematic Illustration of ion shifts during sleep and wakefulne

Muscles Charge Calcium Discharge Blood serum
Liver Potassium group , ymph

Panreas + Sleep Tissue substances Wakefulness ., erebrospina
Adrenal cortex 0 ucous membr.
grythrocytes 0 Recovery Activity digestive t:
Nerve cells k Discharge Sodium group Charge kNerve sheath.
and fibers 0 Body-fluid salt +P

Oakefulness Water Sleep

+ Fatigue Recovery

Ion Mov2ments in Sleep
(Charge of potential energy - recovery)

7 / Neuromuscular Calcium, Potassium Blood serum
, -" substance Tissue substances Lymph

Liver Mucous membranei b Sodium group
Irythrocytes Cartilage

Body-fluid salt

Ion Movements during Wakefulness
(Discharge of potential energy - mental and physical activity:

Neuromuscular Calcium, Potassium Blood plasma
substance Lymph

Liver Tissue Cerebrospinal fluid
Adrenal cortex Sodium group
Pancreas

Body-fluid salt, water

Fig. 11
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Tests by Vallace, Oven, Eppinger, Keller and others proved that in
the recovery phase of sleep the "tissue substances" of the potassium
group pass back into the muscles, blood corpuscles and nerves, whereas
the sodium group travels in the opposite direction. Thus, potential
energy is stored during the recovery phase and is supplied to the body
through oxydation of nutriments. Reduction in oxygen decreases the
electric potential. 2 8

Concerning the change in electro potential, MWller was of the
opinion that "potassium accumulation and sodium deficiency in hepatic,
muscle and nerve cells bring about a positive charge, whereas the nega-
tive charge in blood serum, lymph and nerve sheaths must be attributed
to a sodium accumulation. The bioelectric tensions which trigger nervous$
muscular and glandular activity are created by the difference in ion
concentrations between blood serum and parenchymal cells".

This leads us to the dis-ussion of Bykov t s classic experiments
concerning the influence of i.jervation on cell permeability. This
research was based on his conviction "that cell metabolism, excitability,
colloidal condition and membrane permeability all partake in a process
not yet fully understood, but best described as dyr•nics of cellular
life".

After Bykov had determined nervous and neurohumoral influences on
metabolism, he concerned himself with "the nature of the influences which
change internal cellular life". He investigated the possibility "of
cerebral influence on cellular membrane permeability".

At this point, Bykov was more concerned with the question of whether
permeability changes could be effected by impulses originating in the
cerebral cortex than with the mechanics of these changes. In his research
on permeability of the salivary gland, one of his tests involved investi-
gation of the excretion of iodine ions in saliva after oral administration
of potassium iodide. Figs. 12 and 1329 illustrate his experiment.

28Re: Footnote 25.

29Figs. 86 and 87 from Bykov, Cerebral Cortex and Internal Organs
V1B-VerlaIg Yolk und Gesundheit, 1952.
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Fig. 12. Change in Iodine Permeability of Glandular Tissue Under lIii
of a Conditioned Inhibitory Stimulus.

Ordinates: Iodine amount in grams.

Abscissa: Various saliva specimens.

Dark columns: Iodine content in 1 cc saliva.

Shaded columns: Iodine concentration in saliva.

Effect of a conditioned inhibition process.

Fig. 13. Change in Iodine Permeability in Glandular Tissue Under Inf
of a Positive Conditioned Stimulus. Legend same as in Fig. 12.

"Examination of iodine discharge in saliva seceted while under
influmice of a fading [in original paper: "no lon')er re-inforced by f4
supply"] conditioned stimulus revealed the following: the first applie
tions of the conditional stimuli (still acting as a positive agent) w.
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always result in a decrease of iodine concentration in the saliva. But
as the reflex is gradually extinguishing, i.e. as the positive stimulus
cones to be an inhibitory agent, the effect will change. When the
stimulus has become an inhibitory agent, its action increases the amount
of iodine secreted by the salivary gland."

Bykov assumed that the increased splitting of the secretory granules
caused by positive cortical stimuli develops simultaneously with a fall
in the permeability of the gland, whereas the inhibitory impulses conveyed
from the cortex, which increase the permeability of the glandular cells
to iodine, are connected with a simultaneous decrease of granular forma-
tion and secretion. Numerous other experiments, some also involving the
kidneys, prove cell permeability to be governed by cortical influences.
This fact is of extraordinary importance, especially in connection with
transaineralization, which plays an important part in both anabolism and
catabolism.

In connection with his studies of the effect of cortical impulses
on metabolism, Bykov very correctly pointed out that "only those inner-
vating influences which change metabolism without changing the working
function of a given group nf cells may be regarded as having a primary
effect on metabolism... The difficulty of solving the problem of
'nervous trophisms lies in proving that the change in metabolism occurs
as a result of nervous impulses which do not affect the external result
of tissue activity such as for instance, the degree of muscular tension,
the level of secretion, etc.

.... at present from a study of the chemical processes developing in
organs and tissues it appears highly probable or even certain that tissue
metabolism can change in response to nervous impulses without a manifest
change in the specific working function of the tissue...

The fact is that it seems impossible to imagine in cell metabolism
any change which would not induce a change in its state, i.e., in its
excitability and its readiness for work... With the development of the
so-called somatic innervation which secures an urgent and rapid reaction
of the tissue to nervous impulses, taking the form of the activity
specific for the given tissue, the excitability of the given cells with
respect to the products of its metabolism decreases. The automatism of
the tissue is depressed... The regulating influence of the nervous
system on the functional properties of the cells (particularly on their
metabolism) is still retained in the higher phases of development, this
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regulation being effected by the sympathetic nervous system"...

Orbeli has suggested for this regulating inflnce of the sympath4
system the term 'adaptive-trophic' effect... Bykov stated: "Although
admitting the existence of transitional forms between the typically
trophic effects (e.g., the effect of the sympathetic nerve on glycolys
in the liver) and the typically priming effects (e.g., the effect of ,
so-called somatic fibers on the electric organ) we, nevertheless, ent:
reject the idea of regarding the former as phenomena belonging to yve,
tativet function, and the latter as belonging to 'animal' function...
however, the initiation of skeletal muscular activity requires the dit
charge of a rapid electric potential in the motor terminus, then the
capacity of the motor nerve fibers to transmit and to reproduce in th,
terminal apparatus the rapid oscillations of electric potentials appei
to be but a quantitative development of the properties peculiar to veg,
tative fibers. The oscillations of electric potentials also undoubte,
accompany the activity of vegetative fibers..."I All our work was
dictated by the idea that the cerebrum--the highest organ for regulat.
the behavior of an animal toward its external environment-also regula
the enti.re activity of the body in response to the influences of its
internal environment... At the time of our first investigations, the
cortical regulation of metabolism in an organism as a whole had not y
been studied, and 'the whole problem of nervous influences exerted on
the energy balance, a problem which had been advanced in its general
form by Claude Bernard, Pfltiger, Mosso and others, was for a time
neglected in physiological studies.
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Chapter IX

The BEG in Sleep and Wakefulness

Studies of the electric potential fluctuations during physiologic
and experimentally induced excitation led to the investigation of impulses

arisizg from the peripheral nervous system on one hand and from the

central nervous system (cortex and subcortex) on the other, i.e., with

respect to their possible correlation. Berger attempted to clarify the

electric potential fluctuat ions in the brain by means of the EEG3 0

He was convinced that the bioelectric activities recorded in the

EEG are concomitants of the constant excitation processes in the cerebral

cortex: "the electric activity is the result of a difference in concen-

tration of the electrically active ions at the excited and restin9 regions.
Bioelectric occurrences are necessary concomitants of all vital processes
and therefore also of the vigorous processes within mants cerebrum".

The electric potential fluctuations present larger waves in the

resting or sleeping state than in the waking state and during physical

or mental activity. Certain stimulus impulses from the sensory organs

effect an amplitude decrease. The EEG shows alpha waves with a frequency

of approx. 10/sec; their frequency and intensity decreases from the

occipital to the frontal region. Besides the alpha rhythm, there is
also the beta with smaller waves and a higher frequency (20/sec) and the
delta with slow, mlatively large waves and a frequency of 8/sec. of
interest is the marked difference between the BEG during wakefulness
and that during sleep. Moreover, various phases between light and 4'teep
sleep can be differentiated (Figs. 14 and 15).

3 lectroenxephalogram des Menschen (Electroencephalogram of man)
Nova Acta. Leopoldina, Neue Folge, Vol. IV, No. 38.
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35-year old physician. EEG yield from frontal-occipital (silver f,
leads. Lower line: tenths of a second.

a)In deep sleep b) After awaking from 2 hours of

Measured by moving-coil galvanometer

From: Berger, Nova Acta Leopoldina, Neue Folge, Vol. 6, No. 38, Fii
Verlag der Kaiserli ch-Leopoldinis chen-Carolinischen Deutschen Akad4
der Naturforacher, Halle (Saale) 1938.

Fig. 14

1 Sec.

1. Brain potential fluctuati~ons in wakefulness.
2. Brain potential fluctuations in light sleep.
3. Brain potential fluctuations in deep sleep.

From: H. Blake and R. W. Gerard: Brain potentials during sleep.
Physol, Vol. 119, No. 4, (1937)l Fig, 1, p. 695.

Fig. 15
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31
In this connection, Klaue's experiments on cats were especially

revealing. He observed that in the initial phase of sleep the EG of
the animals was characterized by irregular bioelectric activity which
was, on the average, twice as high as in the waking state. He described
this phase as the first bioelectric stage of sleep. Yet, in the pro-
gression of sleep he observed that activity decreased to below the
activity in wakefulness. This occurred during the deepest sleeping
phase. He concluded therefrom that the cerebral cortex is more active
during the onset of sleep than in wakefulness. In deepest sleep, elec-
trobiologic activity decreased. Millivolt output was half as high as
in wakefulness.

During the first phase of sleep, waves of increased amplitude and
slower rhythm were recorded (Fig. 16).

- ,a. Waking state.

"jb. Onset of sleep.

~ ~ c. After 30 min. of sleep.

d.
[eSleep.

___f. Deep sleep.

g. After awakening.

1 Sec.

Electrobiologic poiential pattern in area 21 of a cat during normal
sleep. From K. Klaue (see Footnote 31).

Fig. 16

3 1 Die bioelektrische TXtigkeit der Grosshirnrinde in normalen Schlaf und
in der Narkose durch Schlafaittel (Bioelectric activity in the cerebral
cortex during normal sleep and during drug-induced narcosis) J. Psychol.
Neurol., Vol. 47, No. 5, 1937.
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The study of electrobiologic potential differences in the vari
phases of sleep completely confirms Pavlovts findings as presented i.
our first chapter (equalization phase, paradoxical phase, narcotic
phase and deepest sleep phase). I am referring to the law of negat:
induction, etc.

Blake, Gerard and Xleitman also studied EEGs of the sleeping s
They noticed that alpha rhythm predominates during wakefulness. DZ
fatigue and the onset of sleep, higher and slower waves-the so-cal:
delta waves-appeared. They differentiated between the alpha, delti
and "null" period in the EBG (Fig. 17).

"a. Alpha rhythm during wakefulness.
b, Alpha-and-Delta period during light sleep.
c. Delta period during deep sleep.
d. Null period during light sleep.
e. Alpha rhythm during wakefulness.

From: H. Blake, R. W. Gerard and N. Kleitian: Factors influencing
brain potentials during sleep. J. Neurophysiol. II (1939) pp. 48-60
Fig. 3.

Fig. 17

3 2 Factors influencing brain potentials during sleep. J. Neurophysiol,
II, (Jan. 1939) pp 48-60.

1
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It is my opinion that the changes in electrobiologic potential are
related to the excitation and inhibition processes as regulated by higher
nervous activity. It iq of interest to note that Myasnikov33 attempted
to classify nervous sy. ..is by means of the EEG. The EEG's of patients
whose overall clinical picture indicated predominance of excitation
processes reflected these same characteristics, as did those of patients
in whom predominance of inhibition processes could be assumed. Patients
of an apparent stable type presented a stable EEG pattern. In patients
with predominating excitation processes, the EE showed a fast rhythm;
every now and then the alpha rhythm would pass into a smooth and often
irregular beta rhythm with occasional spikes. Synchronization was
distdrbed. Different brain regions yielded different wave patterns;
reaction to stimuli was rather pronounced (Fig. 18).

In patients with predominant inhibition, the EBG xecorded just the
opposite. The tracings show a torpid, feeble and slow rhythm of low
amplitude, partially without any differentiatior. Almost no reaction
to stimuli could be observed (Fig. 19).

The third group of patients of the stable type showed an irregular
synchronous alpha rhythm. The bioelectric potential did not differ from
one brain portion to another; a decided reaction to stimuli was observed
(Fig. 20).

Myasnikov raised the question if the deviations observed in the
EBEG's could not possible permit another interpretation. He said it is
conceivable "that there could be a predominance of cortical impulses in
one case, whereas subcortical impulses could be predominant in another".

33A. L. Myasnikov: Aetiologie und Pathogenese der Hochdruckkrankheit
(Etiology and pathogenesis of hypertension) Duet. Gesundh. Wesen,
Vol. 7, No. 36.
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Fig. 19 Fi-g. 20

From: A. L. Myasnikov (see Footnote 33).

" Ozc -.itai1e'4 dis,,--on of the BEG seo'" unnecessary inasmuch

as the inzormation presented in this chapter 11,,...;ates that bioelectric

activity in the cerebral cortex can be recorded by means of this method.

It is, however, important that the EEG enables us to differentiate

between sleeping and waking rhythms. Moreover, the EEG shows that even

during sleep there is no absolute inactivity. This corresponds with

Pavlov's findings, i.e., that localized and general inhibition as well

as excitation constitute an active, dynamic process brought about by

certain stimuli.
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Chapter X

Cortico-autonomic Regulation in Sleep and Wakefulness

In Chapter VII we discussed sleep substances and some aspects of
mineral metabolic changes during sleep. As we know, the assimilation
vagotonic) phase prevails in sleep. The sleep-wakefulness rhythm,
-tablished by various external and internal stimuli, is represented

by the assimilation (vagoton*c) and dissimilation (sympatheticotonic)
phases. Sympathetic or parasympathetic predominance in autonomic
regulation (I am not speaking of antagonism or autonomy) is evidenced
by the following body reactions. In the assimilation phase: constricted
pupils, reduced heart rate, blood pressure, body temperature, respira-
tory rate, blood sugar level and oxygenation (hypoxemia); also an altered
acid-base balance with a tendency toward alkalemia, and reduced acid
excretion (evidence of raised alkali excretion in morning urine). As to
protein fractions in the blood, albumin content rises; cells as well as
tissue fluids show an increase in nitrogenous substances. Cholesterol
content in the blood serum rises, gastrointestinal activity increases,
and basal metabolic rate slows down. Relative lymphocytosis and
eosinophilia ensue due to hematopoietic reaction. In the dissimilation
phase of the waking state, in which sympathetic regulations predominate,
the opposite process takes place. Thi functions of the autonomic nervous
system are linked in reciprocal dependence to those of the somatic
nervous system. The interrelationship of physiologic functions and the
reciprocal connection between assimilation and dissimilation is evidenced
by the cortically ý.antrolled 24-hour periodicity. Although this sleep-
wakefulness rhythm as described above has been studied by many researchers,
its mechanism is still not fully understood, and there is much divergence
of opinion as to the cause of this periodicity. One of the many hypoth-
eses attributes the periodic metabolic shifts to the difference in motor
activity during day and night. In so simple a form, this explanation is
clearly insufficient, if only for the reason that the usual, i.e., non-
perverted, picture of diurnal periodicity remains the same when an indi--
vidual remains in bed throughout the 24 hours (Johannsen), in patients
affected with fever, who are generally more active at night than by day
(Ilesser), and in persons who had been experimentally subjected to
insomnia for several days (Kleitman). Bykov 3 4 studied the cortical
influence on such physiological functions which are characterized by
periodicity. He stated that there are insufficient grounds to believe
that the entire diurnal periodicity of physiological functions merely

34 Bykov: Grosshirnrinde und innere Organe (The Cerebral Cortex and
the Internal Organs), Chapter XI.
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follows the successive changes in the state of sleep inhibition and
wakefulness of the cerebral cortex and the corresponding changes in
the state of the mesencephalic and diencephalic centers...

He proved in numerous tests that the 24-hour peAiodicity is chiefly
regulated by the cerebral cortex and is directly dependent not on the
succession of sleep and wakefulness, but on the whole complex of stimuli
which, in acting on exteroceptors, determine the degree of excitability
of both subcortical and cortical centers. Closely resembling Isenschmidt's
hypothesis, this assumption is confirmed in cases in which sleep by day
and being awake at night were followed by % suitable change in the environ-
mental conditions, i.e., when nocturnal conditions existed by day and day
conditions at night-a perversion of the diurnal periodicity of physio-
logical functions was brought on iairly easily, though not at once.

Bykov's tests proved that the rhythm of the physiological processes
(in monkeys, for instance) could be wholly determined by external condi-
tions*. Having turned day into night, i.e., having kept the cage regu-
larly lighted at night and darkened by day, and having fed the animals
at night, Shtcherbakova succeeded in shifting the maximum of temperature,
motor activity, and pH of urine from day to night (Figs. 97, 98, 99 and
100). Having shortened the day (the cage was kept lighted and the animals
were fed only between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.), Shtcherbakova succeeded in
demonstrating the change in the activity record. When the 24-hour period
was divided into 2 days and 2 nights (i.e., the cage was kept lighted and
the monkeys were fed from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.),
Shtcherbakova obtained two periods of motor activity (Fig. 101) and two
maxima of temperature and respiratory frequencies.

Lo 0... ......... .._ -. .,.. . ,..f~rlr

Fig. 21*

Change in Motor Activity of Monkeys during Normal and during "Inverted"
Living Conditions

Pig. 21 Bykov: The Cerebral Cortex and the Internal Organs BerjIin)
1952. [in Bykov's book, Fig. 9 7J.
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Fig. 22*

Change in Motor Activity of Monkeys during Normal and "Inverted" Living
Conditions (double-phase day). Ordinato-temperature; abscissa-time of day.

The alternation of diurnal periodicity was achieved in Shtcherbakova's
experiments more easily when night was turned into day and less readily
when the 24-hour period was split into 2 days and nights. In the first
case a c(mplete reconstruction of periodocity was achieved on the seventh
or eighth day; in the second, on the fourteenth to sixteenth day. After
the animal had returned from the reversed mode of life to the normal
routine, the diurnal periodicity failed to return to its norm at once and
did so only after 2 to 5 days, i.e., somewhat sooner than the original
change in the mode of life occurred. Bykov stated in regard to these
tests:

"It is highly probable that the impulses conveyed to the bulbar and
mesencephalic centers from exteroceptors (those conveyed from the retina
are of paramount importance in the given case) increabe the excitability
of the centers of the midbrain and interbrain, which is of greater
importance under the conditions discussed. Thus, the excitability of
the vegetative centers in the region of the hypothalami (the thermo-
regulating center, in particular) is increased. Because of this, diurnal
periodicity may be formed independently of the activity of the cerebral
cortex. Yet simultaneously with the action of the afferent impulses on
the diencephalic and mesencephalic centers, they also affect the projec-
tion of all the cortical receptors. As a result, the environment in
which the impulses determining periodicity have exerted their action is
combinqd with a definite state of the lower vegetative centers and with
a number of physiological functions connected with this level. There-
fore, when the afferent stimulations which directly determine diurnal
periodicity have been changed, but some component of the environment in

*Fig. 22 [Ibid., Fig. 101).
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o rI \u'xey previously acted is still present, the cerebral cortex,
)wing to the temporary connection formed, determines the previous
eriodicity in spite of a change in the mode of life.". These tests

;how clearly that the 24-hour periodicity is not primarily dependent
xn the day-night rhythm, but also on the temporary cortical connections
:o vegetative centers and sense organs. These temporary connections
ire established by the cerebral cortex according to biological impor-
:ance and environmental requirements. This explains why adaptation to
.nverted living conditions takes time (in monkeys 7-8 days), until the
metabolism adjusts to the changed diurnal regimen. They also show that
:he 24-hour periodicity is not arbitrary, but is based on biological
,daptation. These findings are of extraordinary value to ecology and
.ndustrial medicine; they make it obvious that the working schedule
,hould not be changed abruptly or without good reason. Moreover, the
Lnet advantageous working conditions should be determined in order to
aciliLate highest efficiency in work performance. In view of Bykov's
"inrings, I deem it advisable to avoid frequently changing an employee
rom day to night shiics [or vice versa], inasmuch az the h.:n body
equires at least two weeks to fully adapt itself to the changed diurnal
egimen.



Chapter XI

Sleep and its Connection with CorticoviscaraI Regulation

As discussed before, metabolic dissimilation takes place during 1
activity phase, whereas assimilation occurs during the restoration phi
Sleep serves to maintain and restore vital functions through metabolic
assimilation. We explained already that all physiologic processes ar(
based on the alternation of the two essential processes of excitation
and inhibition. When excitation reaches maximal cortical capacity,
negative induction occurs as a defense mechanism and inhibition sets
in automatically. In our discussion, we mentioned a humoral factor (a
Pavlov called it) involved in inhibition. This product of cellular
activity is the mediator for the irradiation of inhibition. General
inhibition, as occurring in sleep, has a restorative functn inasmuch
as it prevents cellular exhaustion. This phenomenon, described by
Pavlov as a protective process, embraces the entire cortex and all
subordinate regions. We explained with the example of encephalitis,
that when blockage in the hypothalamus prevents the afferent impulses
from reaching the cortex, cortical tonus decreases.

This tonus decrease is essential for sleep whereas high tonus is
essential for the waking state. Low cortical tonus facilitates inhi-
bition, thereby effecting restoration of exhausted cortical regions.
It thu- serves to aapt the functional pricesses to physiologic needs.

When cortical function is impaired, i.e., when excitation exceeds
sound physiologic limits, the regulating activity of the subcortex is
affected.

Pavlov stated: "Normal, product:ve cerebral function [excitationJ
produces negative subcortical induction, whereas inhibition produces
positive subcortical induction, i.e., intensifies subcortica] activity.

Cortical disturbances, such as those b:oucht about by strong
emotions or excessiveN psychic or physical exertion, lead to cortical
hyperexcitability and the cortex enters a state of fatigue which limits
its normal functioning. Disturbances affecting the normal excitation-
inhibition processes in the cerebral hemispheres can lead to somatic oi
psychic illness, visceral disorders and disturbance of the neuroendocri
bance. Pathologic decreases or increases in tonus secondarily cause
subcortical malfunction, resultiing in functional and structural disorde



Bykov stated, "It is impossible to believe that the interaction of the
two essential processes of excitation and inhibition is limited to the
cells of the cerebral cortex. There is reason to think that the most
complex play of these two antagonistic processes develops when the
conditional reflex is in progress in the subcortical centers... In
other words, any reflex act in an intao-t normAl animal always consists
of a conditional and an unconditional element... The subordination of
the centers is only the tonic effect of the hiqher parts of the C~ntral
Nervous System, beginning with the cerebral cortex. It is possible
that this phenomenon is not a congenital trait, but one that is formed
by the experience of the individual. While reflexes of the lower order
are segmental in nature, the cortical reflex has a far greater area of
spread involving practically the entire nervous system and not the
nervous system alone if we take into account the humoral elements of a
temporary connection, i.e., the spread of the hormone through the blood."

In regard to the dependence of visceral processes on changes in the
activity of the higher parts of the CNS, Bykov said:

"These changes consist not only in the perversion of normal activity,
but also in the altered isochronism of the processes successively develop-
ing in an organ. I have already mentioned that changes in the activity
of the cortex cause disturbances in the processes of renal filtration
and reabsorption. Another example is dyskinesia in the motor apparatus
of the stcmach and the intestine under the influence of cortical impulses
in dogs in which the premotor zor- 'As b--n extirpated. Further, I shall
discuss the disturbances of complex acts in the function of the digestive
glands and of the motor apparatus. Functional lesions are not only
produced in the course of an experiment, but they may develop in ncrmal
life, since they are dependent on environmental agents or agents of the
animalts 'milieu interieurt. In Pavlov's laboratories, neuroses were
developed in animals by means of collisions in time between the processes
of excitation and inhibition or by using stimuli which were toq powerful
for the given animal. We have material showing that neurotic states
may also occur in other situations, as will be discussed later. I should
like to emphasize that the origin of a tonic state of the cortex and its
changes depend on the effect on the animal not only of exteroceptive
stimuli, but also of interoceptive stimuli...

"The impulses from interoceptors reach not only the subcortex but
also the cortex. The permanent stimulation of the cortex by the varying
state of the viscera and their receptor apparatus produces, along with
exteroceptive stimulation, a tonus level in the cortex, which affects



the peripheral effectors. As already shown by Charles Bell, a kind of
'nerve cycle' is thus formed (when a nerve carries a command from the
brain to the muscle, while another nerve conducts the sensation of the
state of the muscle to the brainj'i.

The total organ system, including humoral processes and motoricity
of the skeletal musculature, is under the regulating control of the
cerebral cortex. The previous explanations show clearly that cortical
stimuli (temporary connections as represented by conditioned reflexes)
can alter congenital unconditioned reflexes.

The conditioned reflex, formed on the basis of experience, can
change or influence organic function for a considerable length of
time-in proportion to its biologic importance. Bykov's important
observation that each organ "has its own tempo" in reacting to condi-
tional reflexes* has been confirmed by experiments. It was observed
that somatic reactions are faster than the cortical regulations of
vegetative functions. Bykov and his collaborators proved in numerous
experiments the influence of conditional reflexes on visceral function.
Let us discuss two of these, which illustrate the cortical mechanism
of forming conditional cardiac reflexes. The drugs used (adrenalin,
acetylcholine, nitroglycerin and morphine) produce known changes in
the ECG. The experimental dog was given an intravenous injection of
nitroglycerin, and the ECG's before and after the injection were
compared. The lattez showed accelerated heart rate, lower amplitude
in the QRS complex, prominent P and T waves and a change in the form
of the S-T segment, which was shifted above the isoelectric line.
Also noted were an increase in atrial activity and in minute volume.
When, in establishing a conditioned reflex, the nitroglycerin injection
was combined with the action of an auditory stimitlus, but the unwanted
sti.aulus represented by the prick of the injection was eliminated (by
repeated intravenous injections of normal saline solution not accompanied
by the sound), it was later possible to obtain the same ECG changes by
applying the auditory stimulus alope without the nitroglycerin.

*TIrans. Note! A conditional reflex has varied temporal relations.

Bykov: The Cerebral Cortex and the Internal Organs, p. 387.



A=ECG of normal dog . ...-

•m•EW 30 second•s after nitroglycerin injection; time registration in

1/5 sec.

Fig. 23*

0- - .o ^&

A-ECG of norma- dog

b-ECG 30 seconds after applying conditional stimulus

c1OECG 30 seconids after nitroglycerin inje-,tion; time registratio. in

1/5 sec. Fig. 24**

Similar results were obtained in tests with morphine injections.

The upward P deflection either disappears or is greatly reduced; the R

deflection and sometimes the T deflections are bifurcated. The ',.eart

develops a nodal rhythm, and a typical decrease in cardiac rate and

minute volume %'-kes place. If one now proceeds to form a conditional

a uditory reflex, the same results can be obtained as described in the

test with nitroglycerin, i~e., the auditory stimulus alone will produce

the same chan ,ows in the ECG as if morphine had been administered.
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a-E* of normal dog

b-oG 15 min. after subcutaneous injection of 0.2 g. morphine; time
registration in 1/5 2ec.

Fig. 25•*,

.
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a=P= of the same dog as in Fig. 25 before stimulation
b-E.CG 15 mi. after subcutaneous injection of normal saline solution

in the same mil'eu as with the morphine injections; time regis-
tration in 1/5 sec.

Fig. 26•***

The successive application of a conditional stimulus formerly
combined with the effect of nitroglycerin will temporarily lift the
blockage and will produce a normal RR inte:'val. After these conditioned
reflexes were established, they proved very difficult to extinguish.
Bykov's tests showed that cortical impulses can, as temporary connec-
tions, affect cardiac activity either positively or negatively. These
tests also proved that "stereotyped repetition of a reaction can,
through a conditioned reflex, lead to structural organic changes",. It
was demonstrated that functional changes were transformed to organic

*Ibidjtp. 69, Fig. 14.
***NIbid., p. 70, Fig. 15.
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.35
changes. The above may suffice in illustrating this point.

0

The results of Bykovts experiments provide us with an explanation
for an observation made by most physicians. When, for instance, a
patient is admitted to a hospital with a severe, recurring biliary
colic, his acute pain is, in most cases, alleviated by a morphine
injection. When these colics become increasingly frequent, experi-
mental substitution of a saline solution for the morphine derivative
reveals the startling fact that the neutral substitute produces the
sarza pain allevimition as morphine. This was often taken a-, an indi-
cation that hysteria or "functional overlapping" was involved. Bykovfs
findings now offer a physiological explanation: we are dealing here
with a conditioned reflex. The patient's association of tha injection
with pain alleviation had produced the temporary conditioned reflex.
However, if the application of the conditional stimulus (the saline
injection) is repeated over a prolonged period of time, without being
reinforced by the unconditional stimulus (morphine), the conditioned
reflex will gradually become extinguished and the saline injection
will cease to alleviate pain.

3 5 For more information see Bykov: The Cerebral Cortex and the Internal
Organs, Chapter III.
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Chapter XII

"Psychosomatic" Medicine

As we have seen, conditioned reflexes are the keys to the under-
standing of psychosomatic phenomena in man. All organs are linked in
their activity to the complex regulating system of the entire organism,
including the cerebral hemispheres. Therefore, one cannot consider a
disease of any one organ in isolation from the organism as a whole.
This holds true for exogenous as well as endogenous diseases-.

We have explained earlier how Pavlov and his school succeeded in
discovering the physiological laws on which psychic phenomena are
based. The clear, dialectic and materialistic meaning thereby
established for "psychosomatic medicine" differs substantially from
the idealistic, teleologic and mystic speculations advanced by advo-
cates of psychosomatic medicine concepts prevalent especially in the
United States. In recent years, a rising cult of psychosomatics,
i.e., psychosomatic medicine, has become evident in the medical
literature of Western European countries, mainly. In numerous papers,
attempts are made to "analyze" the interrelationship of ,,body,, and
"soul" and to develop a special school as well as new diagnostic,
etiologic and therapeutic "methods". It is especially in German
literature that the subject of psychosomatics keeps cropping up.
Numerous authors speak in a perfunctory manner of the reciprocal
influenceability of "psyche" and "organism", but fail tc explain that
psychic phenomena are based on physiological laws. And the more vaguely"
and capriciously the topic "soul" is treated, the greater the accept-
ance of this unscientific information. The disu 'ctations by the
German philosopher and physician Karl Jaspers36 show clearly how far
these idealistic theorists of psychosomatic medicine are removed from
a true, scientific concept. Jaspers stated:

"Although a certain categorization on an empiric basis is
possible, no matter how hard it has been tried to differentiate
between psyche and soma, their mutual identity cannot be uonceived,
and much less demonstrated. If one, so to speak, attempted to map
soul structures and insisted upon the mutual identity of body and
soul, one would arrive at absurdities as, for instance, memory images
actually located in ganglion cells or neutral associations embedded
in fibers... There is no actual location of the soul, neither in a

3 6 Allgemeine Psychopathologie (General Psychopathology), Springer
Verlag, Berlin und Heidelberg, 1948.
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hormonal, nor atomic, nor ultrap±tt x sense ... Could it be
possible that the soul does actively influence all somatic processes
even to the inclusion of severe organic diseases? Anyone able to
present convincing evidence of this would certainly not only open up
new vistas, but would establish a radically new concept of physio-
logical processes in their entirety. I am doubtful, and suspect

that the boundaries are rather confining in this respect."

Kisskalt had the following to say about the psychosomatic
problem: 3 7

"There is undoubtedly a connection between entelechy and the
body-soul problem--the incomparability of psychic processes with
their physiologic concomitants-unsolved for thousands of years...
The only solution to this problem might well lie in acceptance with-
out analysist"

I deem it necessary to point out the paradoxic dualism implied
by the concept and the term psychosomatics. This term associates
two contrasting ideas of different thought content. According to
nomenclature, psyche means soul and soma means body. W are accus-
tomed to think of psychosomatics in terms of body and soul, i.e.,
matter and spirit. In other words, according to terminology usually
employed in medical literature, the term "psychosomatics" implies a
"parallelism" between psychic, i.e. nonmaterial, and somatic, i.e.,
material processes. This obviously leads to very speculative and
ambiguous conceptions.

In view of the outstanding discoveries by Pavlov and his school,
who proved that physiological laws govern psychic phenomena through
temporary connections, i.e. conditioned reflexes, the traditional
concept of psychosomatics should in my opinion be abandoned. In fact,
psychophysiology is bas-d on the experimentally proven correlation of
cerebral cortex, organs and tissues.

It is a known fact that drastic changes in psychic makeup,
personality, thought processes, emotions, etc., can be brought about
by even the slightest organic changes as shifts in the "pH-ion
balance" or circulatory disturbances, just as by degenerative or
inflammatory processes within the CNS (as present with lues cerebro-
spinalis, encephalitis, meningitis and cortical or subcortical tumors).
Pavlov and his eminent disciple Bykov clearly proved psychic phenomena

to be linked to physiological processes. In view of these findings,

3 7 Karl Kisskalt, Theorie und Praxis der medizinischen Forschung (Theory
and Praxis of Medical Research), J. F. Lehmann Verlag, Muinchen-Berlin,
1942.



it becomes quite evident that the concept of psychosomatics in its
traditional meaning is self-contradictory.

If anyone should claim that this is a dispute over terminology
and that the same questions could be raised concerning psychology, I
would like to explain that this would be an erroneous train of
thought. Psychology, the science of the psyche and psychic processes
is not based on an idealistic point of view, as can be said of the
antagonistic confrontation (psyche and soma] involved in the concept
of psychosomatics. For as long as our scientific research fails to
routinely apply materialistic and dialectic reasoning, nomenclature
based on idealistic tradition will tend to be confusing. I consider
it a necessity that the vague, indistinct, and scientifically ill-
chosen term of "psychosomatics" be abolished from medical literature
and be restricted to the vocabulary of pseudo-scientific theoreticians.
I suggest "cortico-viSETrl or another appropriate term which does
not- imply a conceptual conflict. This would eliminate misconceptions
concerning two entities which are really not antagonistic.
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Chapter XIII

Therapeutic Use of Protracted Sleep

The previous explanations-though seemingly digressing from our

:opic-were in my opinion necessary, inasmuch as the use of sleep

;herapy is based on the cognition of the corticovisceral, i.e.,

:orticovegetative interrelations and of their relationship to phys-

ologic and pathophysiologic processes. Before Pavlov, especially

nder Virchov's influence, internal diseases were considered strictly
s somatic processes confined to the affected organ. Pavlov was first

n the history of physiology and medicine to abandon the dualistic

oncept. He not only regarded the organism as a whole but also proved

t experimentally. In fact, in the l1ter years of his productive life,

avlov applied the knowledge gained t rough his rnimal experiments to

linical medicine.

Pavlov's research, of course, was aimed primarily at applying to

aneral biology and medicine the physiologic and psychophysiologic

iws he had discovered, his belief in the interconnection of experi-

3ntal physiology, pathophysiology and general medicine was so strong

3 to compel him to choose a neurologic and psychiatric clinic in

dch he could apply his knowledge to medicine. In this new field of

ideavor, he applied his doctrine of the functions of higher nervous

:tivity and his discovery of protective inhibitinn. As already

cplained, protective inhibition is a natural defense reaction by

!ans of which the cortex responds to excessive stimulation or to

:citation beyond physiologic capacity. This defense reaction consists

i the spreading of inhibition, thereby preventing excessive stress to

te cortex and its Ihbrogions which, in turn, could lead to a serious

pairment of regulatory functions. For this reason Pavlov defined

,e inhibitory process as a protective inhibition which, serving as a

aling measure, ensures normal functioning of the nervous system,

e., mainly of its higher region, the cortex.

At first, Pavlov used sleep therapy on patients with obvious

mptoms of cortical inhibition. He was of the opinion that such

hibition, as present with catatonic, btuporous or sim;lar conditions,

presents a physiologic, protective reaction which should be re-enforced

the healing therapy of protracted sleep. This was a completely new

v of reasoning, inasmuch as heretofore the therapeutic induction of a

ilight state or of narcotic sleep had been used in cases of antipodal

ture, i.e., where strong excitatory reactions were involved, as in

ctain forms of psychosis. Pavlov demonstrated that disorders of
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higher nervous functions result when a process of excitation or inhi-

bition becomes supermaximal (usually because of an already existing

weakness of the nervous system), or when the excitation and inhibition

processes lack coordination, or when the nervous processes are repressed

[Trans. Note. Literally: insufficient mobility of the nervous processes.],
Pavlov pointed out that under pathologic conditions hypnotic manifesta-

tions of inhibition represent a normal physiologic defense against the

pathogenic agent. 3 8

Ivanov and Smolenski used sleep therapy for a variety of mental

diseases characterized by inhibition. Later, other Soviet clinicians,

among them Petrov, Andreyev, Vishnevski, Bussalov et al expanded the

field of sleep therapy; Asratyan and Grashtshenkov also treated nervous
disorders due to trauma (brai contusions or concussions) with this
therapy. In addition to psychoses, neuroses, skull and brain injuries,
protracted sleep therapy was also uaed for causalgia, phantom pain,
brain tumors and as a pre- and post-operative treatment.

As already explained, Pavlov's school proved that the cortex not
only plays an important role in disorders of higher nervous functions,
but is also deeply involved in the development of all pathologic
processes within the organism. The cerebral hemispheres "process"
all external and internal influences. The resulting organic reactions
(including any pathologic changes) depend upon the functional ability
of the cortex as well as upon the intensity and nature of the impulses
received. The Soviet clinicians thus drew logical conclusions from
these findings and expanded the use of sleep therapy, utilizing the
healing influence of cortical regulation on various pathologic processes.

Bykov's experiments illustrated how internal organic structures
can be pathologically altered by the cortex and the subcortical regions
through conditioned reflexes. Cortical weakness or exhaustion leads
to chaotic subcortical reactions. The subcortical control of the
internal organs becomes uncoordinated resulting in functional as well
as structural pathologic changes. It must, therefore, bQ the aim of
all therapy to restore normal cerebral functions and to support the
healing process, regardless of whether endogenous or exogenous factors
are impairing cortical or subcortical functions.

Needless to say, sleep therapy is no panacea. Its effectiveness
depends upon the circumstances, i.e., type of patient's nervous system
and stage of the disease.

3 8Cited from F. Andreyev, Die Schlaftherapie (Sleep Inerapy), Zeitschr.
Psychol., Neurol. med., Psycho!., Vol. 4, p. 33ff.
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We realize that, as emphasized by Andeyev, at the onset of a

somatic disease, increased cortical tonus and activity is often present

as a physiologic reaction. Under such conditions, it would be wrong

to decrease this cortical tonus through sleep therapy and thereby

inhibit the physiologic activity of the brain. The choice of medica-

tion and proper dosage are very important. By all means, sleep therapy

is not suited for all diseases, as will be discussed in detail in the

second part of this volume: Clinical Aspects of Sleep Therapy.


